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AbstracG

The Blanding's W e population in Nova Scotia is restrïcted to the
southwestern interior in and around Kejimkujik National Park.This is the
wannest region in the province. and it is thought that the restricted

distribution d e c t s thermal constraints on reproduction. As well, diffetences

in this population's nesting ecology, as corn@

with populations in more

southem parts of the SpeaesBrange, are thought to be in response to thermal
constraints. This population d e r s nom high levels of egg failme, even in

the absence of predation, and the r d t s of this study show that reproductive
success is constrained compared with that in populations eIsewhere. Females

reach senial maturity in their Iate teens or early twenties. Females produce a

maximum of one clutch of 4 to 15 eggs pet year, and most turtles reproduce
less than annudy. Nesfing occurs hom early Juneto eady Jdy, and peaks in
the latter part of lune. Nests are cowtructed on southem slopes, only a lew

meten from water. Though substrates used are more coarse than reports h m
elsewhere, there is no evidence of substrate selection by fernales. However,
nest sites are signi€icantlywarmer than randomly chosen sites on the nesüng
beaches. The extended egg incubation intervals (82 to over 1 0 days) and
developmental abnorrnalities obsewed in this population suggest that
e
s in Nova Scotia is compromised by
reproductive success of Blanding's W

low temperattues. Reproductive success rnay be further reducecl depending

on the overwintering success of neonates. Upon emergence fiom the nest,
hatdilùigs do not seek water or vegetation cover, they do not foliow slope or
a consistent compas bearing, and they do not foiiow nestrnates. Evidence
suggests that hatchlings in this population may use aquatic and terrestrial

hibernacula. These behaviours are inconsistent with reports nom elsewhere.
viii

G l o q of abbmviationsand terms
aCS: Absolute dutch size detennined by counting all eggs as t h 7 were

deposited.

Cuapaœ: the dorsai sh& of a t d e .

CL:Carapace length (maximum).
Clutch size: refers to the number of eggs per ne&.

COSEWIC: The dommittee on the Status of Endangerd Wildlife in Canada.

CW: Carapace width (maximum).
eCSh: Ciutch size estimated fiom hatching and excavation records.
eCSn: Ciutch size estimated during nesting.

Emergence: refers to emergence h m the nest; ' ~ t u r a emergence'
l
exdudes
excavation data.
Nesting season: the interval in which nest construction was observed.

O-El:the time elapsed (days) from onposition to the emergence of the fïrst
hatchling.
O-E2: the time elapsed (days)h m ovipodition to excavation of live

hatchiings.
O-E3 : the time elapsed from oviposition to the tirst signs of pipping.

Oviposition: egg laying.
PL: Plastron length (maximum).
Plastron: the ventrai sheli of a turtle.

P W Plastron width measwd almg the anterior suture of the fernord scute.
ix

Reauitment: The number of new individuab added to the population; in
this thesis 'reauitment' is used only in the context of the addition of

tutti- into the addt, breeding population.
Reproductive potentid: at the individuai level this means either: 1)the

number of eggs an individual can produce in a season; this indudes
both individual clutch size and intra-annuai clutch kquency (annual
reproductive potential) (Gibbons1%

Gibbons 1968a); or 2) the number

of eggs produced by an individual over a lifetime (Metirne reproductive

potentid); at the population level this tenn incorporates the mean

annual reproductive potential (i.e. the number of eggs produced
annuaUy in the population) and the number of sexually mature
females in the population. The method used by Graham (1979)in
which the mean annual reproductive potential (individual) is
multiplied by the estimated number of addt females in the population
neglects the clutch frvency variation among females and therefore

overestimates the population's reproductive potential.
Reproductive success estimates egg and hatchling sumivorship within the

population. Herman et al 1995 uiduded this aspect in their definition
of reproductive potentid; 1 distinguish between reproâuctive potential

and success for simpliaty, only.
Scute: Individual sales of the plastron or carapace; matgins of adjacent scutes

are cailed sutures. Marginal scutes comprise the outermost ring of

scutes of the carapace and are used in the notching systems.

Viteiiogenesis:The production of egg yok proteins (vitellogins), and
consequent yolking of follides, through the mobiiization of fat

reserves. While vitellogenesis is reguiated by hormones, pnmarily

estrogen (Ho et iiL 1982), hormonal and mproductive cycles in turtles
are reguiated by temperature (Ewert 1985, Ganzhorn and Litch 1983).

GeoIogical tams:
(Compton 1985, Townbridge (Ed.) 1%2 Sneed and Folk 1958, KNmbein 1941).
Sorting: Describes the degree of similarity or umformity of particle size in a

sampie. Visual key in Compton (19û5).
Sphericity: Decri'bes the extent to whïch a particle shape resembles a sphere
categories include: Blade (low sphericity), roller (medium spheriaty)

and spheroid (high ~pherkity).This terni is not synonymous with
'roundness'. Visual key in Compton (1985).

Roundness: Describes the curvature of a partide's edges, or the smoothness of
corners. Visual key in Compton (1985).
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Nesting ecologp of Bianding'sautles (Enrydoidcablandin*?

in

Nova Scotia.
In 1993, the C o d t t e e on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in
Canada (COSEWIC) designated the Nova Scotia population of Blanding's
M e ( E m y d o h blnndingii) Threatened'. This assessrnent was based on the

popu.iationrssmall size and geographic isolation, as well as the unstab~eage
structure, the apparent absence of immature turtles, and low redtment into
the breeding population merman cf al. 1995). In response to COGEWICs

designation, a recovery plan was drafted for this population (Herman et al.

subrnitted). This document outlines research and management requùed for
recovery and emphasizes the need for a greater understanding of the lite

history, in partidar the reproductive biology, of US population.
To achieve an understanding of the life history of any long-lived
species, induding Blanding's tude, the acquisition of long-term data is

crucial. Although data from the Nova Scotia populationare available from as
early as 1953, when the speciesi was first reported in the province (Bleakney
1958), early research efforts were cuzsofy and unsystematic, and most records
were aneedotal. Only in 1987 was the k t intensive, multi-year study of

demography, distribution and reproductive biology of this Blanding's tuitle

population ïnitiated (Power 1989).
Power (1989)suggested that the nesting season is later and more
compressed, and that reproduction is more constrained in Nova Scotia than
elsewhete. Also, he confumed that hutles2in thïs population exhibited some
1At the t h e , the specïes was known as Enry b l d i n g i .

Unles otherwise specified ' M e ' and 'turües' mean Emyddea blmdingn; when referring
to other t u d e species the bi-nomial and amunon names are pmvided.

1

unwual behaviours as compared with those elsewhere in the range. For

instance, in Nova Scotia Blanding's turtîes nest prïmariiy in grave1 substrates,
and dispmportionatdy nest on beaches; elsewhere in the range, they nest
inland and predomuiantiy in sand or s o l Hennan et al. (submitted)

proposed that the divergence in nesting behaviour is an adaptive response to
environmental constraints at the northern edge of the species' distribution,

suggestuig that laiceshore beaches have suitable microclimates for egg
incubation. Although his data support the contention that egg failure is
higher in Nova Scotia than elsewhere, Power's sample was s m d and the

study too brief (2 seasons) to generalize confident& about reproductive success
at the population level, partidarly for such long-iived, iteroparous

organisms (Howard 1979).
To supplement Powefs findings, annual surveys of Blanding's turtle
nesting activity were integrated into Kejimkujik National Park's3 resource

management protocol. Though considerable data were collected between 19ûû
and 1993 (Momson 1993,1992, Herman and Parks Canada unpublished

records), no attempt was made to integrate or interpret these data. By 1993,

when the Blanding's M e was declareci thmateneci in Nova Scotia, sizable
gaps remained in our understanding of this population's life history and
reproductive biology. To rectify this, a three year study was initiatecl by the

Centre for Wildlife and Conservation Biology (Acadia University) and World
Wildlife Fund Canada (Endangered Species Recovery Fund). The intentions
were to provide additional and more accurate data on reproduction, and to

investigate aspects of this population's ecology that remained to be studied in
detaii, specifically, neonatal behaviour and the characterization of nest sites.
3 The 'Park' cefers to Kejimkujür National Park, N.S.
2

'Lne objectives of this thesis are Uwefold: first, to pmsent data of the

reproductive characteristics and eady iife-history of Blanding's W
e
s in
Nova Scotia (Chapters 1 and 2); second, to investigate the postulate ptesented

by Herman ef al. (1995) and Power (19û9) that Blanding's t u d e reproduction is
constrained in Nova Scotia (Chapter 3); and third, to examine whether

temperature is the primary factor constraining reproduction and limiting the
distribution of Ous population (Bleakney 1958) (Chapter 3).

This chapter sununarizes our current knowledge of the reproductive

biology of Blanding's turtles in Nova Scotia. Although the emphasis is placed
on data collected during this study (1994 - 19%), historical records are

integrated hto the discussion to improve the interpretive value of the study.

Methods
Studv site

This study was conducted in Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia,
Canada (440 15'- Mo30' N,650 W-650 30'W) (Figure 1) in 1994,1995 and 19%

(May 1 to October 31). Most techniques used in this study were consistent with
those desaibed by Power (1989),and ail confomed to the Blanding's W e

monitoring programme protocol established in 19û9 by the Park's resource
management officers (Morrison, pers. comm.).
General protocol
As part of the Park's ongoing Blanàing's tude monitoring programme

a i l previously unidentifiecl turtles encountered during the study period were

captured, sexed, assigneci a notch code (Power 1989), measured, weighed, aged4

and released at the point of capture. Measurements and age impressions of
4 hpressions of sate mdi were made usingdental impressionplaster. It is assumecl that
each annulus q r i e s e n t s one y d s growth, and by auntingthe rings a minimum age canbe
determineci for the tuitle.

numerous previously identified (i.c notched) M e s were also coilected. To
minimize stress, W
e
s were m
e&

only once between 1994 and 19%. The

foilowing measures were mcotded with Vernier &pers: maMmum straightline carapace length (CL), maximum carapace width (CW),maximum
stniightiine plastron length (PL), and plastron wïdth (PW) (measured dong

the anterior suture of the femoral scute) (Power 1989) (Appendix A). Weights

were tecorded to the nearest 1.0 g using a Pesola@s p ~ balance,
g
and adult

fernales were palpated for oviducal eggs.

-

Protoc01 (199% 1996)
Beginning in early June, nestïng patrols were conducted on beaches

and roadways identified by Power (1989)as major nesting centres for
Blanding's turties* Other areas within the Park were also m e y e d , but less
intensively. Nesting patrols began between 1800 hrs and 2030 lus, and

continued until the last temale had completed nesting, or until no turtles
remained on the beach. Most ~ b ~ e walked
~ e r almg
~ the beadi, although

some paddled by canoe- Hand-held flashüghts and head-lamps were used for
~urnination. no hirtle adivity was observed by 2200 hrs patrois were

terminated. Nestuig patrols were conduded in the last week of June or in

early Juiy. In 19%, automated Hobo @ temperature loggers were used to
record spring water temperature in both brooks frequented by Blanding' s
turties during the summer, and in shallow coves w d by fernales prior to

nesting. Probes were piaced in the water at a depth of 10 an and temperahw

was recorded every 48 minutes h m early May until the end of the nesting

season.

The foUowing data were recorded for each nesting M e : date, location,
üme at first observation, time at which nest construction began, üme at

which egg laying began and ended, dutch size, when nest covering began, and
the üme at which the nestuig seqyence was completed (ie. when the female

had fïnïshed covering and camouflaging the nest) (Appendix B). Whenever
possible, nesting turtles were idenüfïed by th& notch code. Incidental
observations of female t u d e behaviour, and of predation and disturbance of
turtles and ne&

were &O recorded.

Absolute clutch size (aCS) was detemüned for many nests, by counting

d the eggs as they were deposited. Somethes, however, oviposition was
observed only in part or not at alI, and clutch size was estimated. 1distinguish

between the two clutch size estimates as follows: (1)if oviposition had begun,
a l l eggs visible within the cavity were counted, and subswently deposited

eggs were added. The total is the ciutch sue estimated during nesting, oc

eCSn; or (2) when oviposition was not observed, the number of hatchlings
accounted for during emergence was added to the number of un - emergeds

hatchlings (alive and dead), and unhatdied eggs uncovered during nest
excavation. The total is the dutch size estimated during hatching, or eCSh
(Appendix C).
Most nesting females were aiiowed to complete the nesting sequence

before nests were screened. However, because of logistic consbaints, it was
sometimes necessaiy to intempt a fernale in the latter stages of nest burying.

ht such instances an observer approached the turtle, gentiy üfted her from the
site and replaced her on the beach approximately 10 m to one side of the nest;

most turties continued the motions of burying More retuming to the water.
As a precaution against t d e s retuming to 'nest' despite no longer being

gravid (i.e. turties risking predation and exhaustion), they were interrupted
5 'un -emerged-hatdings' are those ttut had completely or pattially emeged from the egg,

but that had not emerged fmm the nest cavity.
5

oniy after the cavity had been completely filled, and the f d e had spent at

least 20 minutes camodaging the site.
A screened box6 was piaœd o v a each nest to g u d against pdation
(Power lm).The box hame was p l a d in a sMlow trench dug amund the

nest The nest was centexed and the wooden frame was secureci with large

rocks. Protected nests were assigned a number according to the sequence in
which they were laid, and this numbet was used in the hatchling notching
system (Appendu D). The boxes &O servedi as pew for emergent hatchlings,

thereby facilitating the collection of emergence data.
Beginning in September, ne& were mo~toredregularly to check for

hatchüngs. The date of emergence was recordeci for each hatchling*Three
measures of incubation thne were use& (1)the time elapsed (days) ftom
oviposition to the emergence of the k t hatchling (O-El); (2) the time elapsed
(days) from oviposition to excavation of Iive hatdilùigs (O-E2) (if S E 1 was
not available); and (3) the time elapsed from oviposition to the k t sigw of

pipping (if G E 1 and GE2 were not available (19% only)).
The foJlowing measurements were recorded for each hatchüng:

maximum carapace length (CL), nwdnum carapace width (CW),and

maximum plastron length (PL). Measures were recorded to the nearest 0.1

mm using Vernier caiipers. Developmental abnomalities were recorded
(Appendix E). Hatchüngs were weighed to the nearest 0.1 g on a digital

balance, notched and released at the nest site.

In 1994, six hatchüngs were raised at Acadia University for use in a
genetics study (Mockford 19%) and were released in spring 1995 in the Park as

part of a radio-tracking study of Young, headsmed M e s (McMaster 19%). In
6

Ffame dimensions: 1-

X SOcm X SOca The top was m v e d with 1 inch hardware doth.
6

1994 and 1995, over 100 hatchiings were induded in a study of the early post-

emergence behavîour of n e o d e s (Chspter 2, McNeil1996).
Once naturai emergence appeared to have ceasd, nests were excavated

to determine hatching and emergenœ success. Unhatched eggs, dead and Live

u n - emerged hatchlinw were tecorded and it is assumed that any
inconsistencies between aCS and V e n c e and excavation records represent

naturally emerged hatchlings that escaped ftom beneath the scteened boxes.
However, hatchlings neither seen nor handled are not listed as 'hatchlings
emerged' (Appendix C) and were exduded h m percent emergence
caldations. AU excavated Live hatchlings were measured, notched and

released using the aforementioned techniqyes; body size measures (i.e. only
CL, CW and PL) of some dead hatdilings were induded in caiculations.

Ln 1996, because emergence was late and nest excavation was necessary
for another aspect of this study, ail nests were excavated by Odober 16
regardless of whether emergence had begun. The unhatched eggs were

transported to Acadia University and incubateci indoors in buckets filled with
moist sand. Emergence and body size data were recorded.
The foliowing techniques were used to characterize the nest sites. With
a tape m e a s w and compas, the distance and orientation to nearest water
and dense vegetation (distances measured dong the beach surface) were
recorded for each nest Nest dope was measured by placing a clinorneter on a
50 an2 flat board that was centred on the nest; at the same t h e , nest aspect

was measured with a compass. To characterize the substrate in which M e s

nest in Nova Scotia, photographs were taken of the surface substrate of nests
7 Hatchiing refers to al1 M e s that emerged partially or completeiy h m the egg, cegarâiess
ofwhether they emerged hwi the nest, or were dead oc alive upon excavation. Un-emerged
hatdilings are those that had not emerge from the nest

7

sites and 'test pits' (i.e. sites where Bhdïng's were obsetved diggin&,but that

they abandoned) throughoat the nesting beaches in 1996 (Appendix F). In
1996, nest sites were excavated (50 CI&

(surface area) X 15 cm (depth)), and the

substrate dried and sieved.

Results
Migration toward the nesting centres by adult, fende turtles was
obsewed pior to the nesüng season. In 1995, the earliest sighting of an adult
female was June 13, when female 0-1 was colleded dong a roadway, radiotagged and released (MomSon, pers. coma). This turtie was tracked
approximately 3 km as she foilowed a southward, overland route to her

nesting location. She followed the road, about 50 m into the woods (Turliuk,
pers. comm.), and ultimately nested near the location at which, in previous
years, she has been observed nesting (Hennan,pers. comm.). On June 6,19%,
a gravid female was seen 'wandering

amund' on the Eelweir road (Muntz,

pers. comm.) Gravid females were also sighted in the brooks adjacent to the
major nesting centres (ie. Atkin' s and Heber Meadow brooks). Presumably

these fernales were migrahg to the nesüng beaches, although nesüng was
confirmed for only 3 of these W e s ((10-2), (9-11) and (3-1)).
Nesting season

The nesting season is denned as the interval in which nest
construction was observed, and, d

e in Power' s (1989) report, it does not

indude the time of fernale migration to and h m the nesting centres.

Accordhg to these criteria, nesting seasons of 1994,1995 and 1996 were: June

11 - 25,1994; June16 - 29,1995; and June12- July5,19% pable 1, Figure 2).
Although no nests or signs of nest ptedation were observed, the 1994 nesüng

season may have extended into early July, since femaie 11-2was observed
digging a nest cavity on GIode Island on July 2, and an unidentified f d e
was observecl engaged in nesting relateci activities on Jaly3 and July5.

The peak in nesting activity was estimateci each year as the day on
which the most nests were sucasshilly protected. Consistently, this occurred
in the last 2 weeks of June(l'able 2, Figure 2).

Nesting behaviour

In the area of Atkin' s brook, femaie Blanding's turtles congregated in a
cove (an unnamed cove behind Atkin' s beach) a few weeks before the onset
of the nesting season. T d e s basked aeriaiiy during the day on a prominent,
exposed rock in the cove. Aerial basking began in mid morrüng (prior to 0930

hrs) and lasted untii early aftemoon (ca. 1300 lus) when the r d became
shaded. Turtles frequently repositioned themselves on the rock, repeatedly
entering and exiting the water. When the Lodc became shaded (ca. 1300 hrs)
turtles entered the water, and floated and swam dong the bank and in

sphagnum-rich shallows. Aithough painted W e s (Ch~fsemyspicta) and
snapping M e s (Chelydra scrpcntimz) of undetermined sex were seen in
this cove, neither male, nor juvenile Blandùig's turtles were obsewed. Once
the nesting season was over f e d e Blanding's M e s were no longer

obsemed in this cove.
A similar pattern was observed at a.ü major nesting centres. That is,

each year, fernale Blanding's M e s congregated in sheltered coves and bays
adjacent to nesüng centres prior to the onset of the nesting season. Artival at

these areas usually preceded an individual's nest construction by several days.
On sunny days, hutles basked on pmminent, exposed rocks and logs. Turties
vacated

these areas a few days after having completed nesting. The coves at

Atkin' s and Heber Meadow kaches werr warwr than the nearby brooks
(Atkin's bmok and Heber Meadow brook) prior to, and during the nesting

season (Figures 3a, 3b). However, the cove used by p v i d females near Peter
Point nesting beach was not warmer than the open water (Figure 3c). AU
three coves, unlike adjacent br&

and open water, ha& exposeci basking

sites such as rocks or logs.

In the early evenin~females left the coves and swam or walked to the
nesüng beaches. If approadiing the nesting beach fiom the water, turtles
perïodically r a i d th& head and looked toward the beach; then, they either
swam dong the length of the beach, or emerged onto the beach. Once on the

beach, females began 'searchurg' for an appropriate nest site. Seatdiing was

characterized by walking around, repeatedly pausin~and looking dong the
beach and toward the water. T d e s meandered on the beach, sometimes for
more than an hour (e.g. June 30.19%: Appendi* B). More beginning to dig a
nest cavity or abandoning the beach.

While searching, some fernales engaged in 'sand sniffing' in which

femaies moved substrate with the front teet and pressed the nose into the

disturbed area. Females dug holes up to 3 cm deep with the front legs, and
either repositioned themselves and continued digging with their hind legs, or
abandomed the site. At times, femaies engaged in sand-sniffing for nearly 2

hours (e.8. at Peter Point, fernale 0-1 was seen sand-sniffing from 1950 hm to
2140 hrs on June16,1996).

Once a site was selected, fernaies faced upslope (most often away from
water) and, digging with hind k t , aiternakg between left and right,
excavated a deep (ca. 12 an),flask-shaped ca&y. Eggs were deposited into the
cavity, and the nest was covered with substrate.

Aftet completing nest construction'hndes retumed to the water.

Many W
e
s were seen searching or attempting to nest on several occasions
before nest construction was successful.
Although most hirtles were encountd between 2000 hrs and 2200

hrs while searching or digging some were seen seadûng as eariy as 1700 lus.
obsemed nests wem collsffucted in the evening and were under
construction by 2159 hrs. Females took 24 to 178 minutes (mean = 104 mins.)

to cüg the nest cavity (Appendix 8) before beginning to lay eggs. Oviposition
started shortly aftet the cavity was completed. Oviposition lasted h m 4 to 46
minutes, and was prolonged on cooler evenings. Turtles began covering the
nest within a few minutes of having completed ovipositing.

Turties often took more than an how, and in sume cases dose to 2
hours, to bury eggs and camouflage the nest (mean = 63 minutes, n = 28, SD =
30). Most nets were completed between 2100 lus and midnight, although, in
1995, a female was obsemed camodaging her nest at 0202 hrs. This tuftle was

h d y interrupted by observem.
The nesting interval (£romthe time digging began unal the M

e

walked away h m the nest) vailed among hutles, but usually lasted about 2.5
hrs (ma*.
5.1 tus). When the t h e spent searchîng was induded, in sorne
cases, the nesting sequence lasted nearly 6 hours. Since no entire nesüng

sequence (from the t h e searching began until the M

e retumed to the

water after having nested) was observecl, these results underestimate the time

required for nesting.

Nest sites and beach fidelity
-Most fernales nested within a few meters of water (mean for 46 beach
nests = 4.46 m, SD = 1.86), and on slopes from 2.5 - 10.0 degrees (Figure4). Nest

were non-iandomiy (P c 0.001) distrïiited on southwesterly dopes (Figure 5).

Most nests were wiawi 5 m of dense vegetation (i.e. the EozeSfed beach edge)
(mean = 2.80 m, SD = 2.03, n = 49). S d c e substrate was characterized fimm
photographs (Appendix F) and determhed to be weU to very poorly sorted,

-

well to sub munded, blade, roller or spheroid-shaped pebbles and cobbles

(Compton 1985, Townbridge 1%2 Sneed and FoIk 1958, Kiumbein 194l)B.
Sieving anaiyses of nestïng substrate revealed that Blanding's M e s in Nova

Scotia nest in a wide variety of substrates9 but predominantiy in coiuse
materiais (Figure 6).

The beaches used were adjacent to A W s and Heber Meadow brooks,
and on Glode Island and near Peter Point; turtles also nested inland dong
road shoulders, and in a grave1 bomw pit (s200 m fmm water). Also,

although no nest was found, a gravid female was observed searching on
Indian Point beach. The beaches with the highest concentration of turtle nests
were Glode Island, Atkïn's beach (I
and
) Heber Meadow beach (
I
(Tables
l
) 3a,

3b and 3c).
Of the 15 females that nested in multiple years, eleven (73.3%)retumed

to the same beach (Table 3a and 3b). While most females that used different
beaches returned to the same general area (e.g. altemathg between Glode

Island and Atkin's beach), one turtle (female 8,û-9) moved fmm A W s beach
(1995) to Heber Meadow beach (II(1996)
)
(ca. 2 km).

Heber Meadow beach 0,
which was historically important for nesting
(Power 1989, Park records), appears to have been abandoned. Despite regular
nesthg patmls, Blanding's hirtles were not observed searching or digging on
8 See Glossary of abbceviations and terms.

For a description d the Udden-Wentworth sale for the ciassification of grain size and
texture see Fritz and Moore 1988.
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Heber Meadow beach (I
after
) 1994. The female that wsted at Heber Meadow
beach (I
in
)
1994 nested at nearby H e k Meadow beach (II) in the following
years.

Body size andBpe at maturi?
Two turtles aged 5 years (1995, Mdhster 1996)grew O.=

cm and 1.0 an

(CL) over the course of the following year. One turtle of 17years (1995,
McMaster 19%)grew 0.8 cm (CL) in one year. Growth data suggest that growth
is slow and this population has an extendeci juveniie stage (Figures 7a, 7b).
Ody two previously unidentified, mature female turtles were

encountered during this study. It is assumed that these were primipsvous,
that is, new recruits into the breeding population. Female &1,10 was the

smallest mature female recorded nesting in this study (PL 17.7 an). The other,
female 9-3,11, was mid-range in size (Appendix A). Based on scute ring
counts, in which it is assumed that only one growth annulus is deposited
each year, female 9-3,11 was estimateci to have k e n 19 years old when she

ficst nested in 1995. No growth ring data were available for fernie 81,lO.

Female fecundity and revroductive ~otential
Twenty-eight nesting turtles were idenütied between 1994and 19%. Of
the 15 that nested in multiple years, Rine (HI%)nested in thcee consecutive
years (Table 3a), and six (40%) nested in 2 of 3 years (Table 3b). Thirteen tudes
(46.4%) were observed nesting only once (Table 3c). Though additional

females were identifiecl while engaged in nesting-related activities, only those
known to have produced a dut& were induded in the analysis of female
fecundity .
Clutch size (aCS) ranged h m 4 to 15eggs (Appendix C),and was fairly
consistent within individuals among years (Table 3a, 3b). Mean clutch size

was 10.3 eggs (n = 37, S û = 2.4); this was detetmined using only aCS. Arnong
individuais there was no apparent trend of increases or decreases in clutch

size (a-)

among years. The relationship between female body size (PL) and

dut& size (max.aCS for an individual) was not signifïcant at a = 0.05 (0.457 c

r 2,13 P s 0.05) (Figure 8, Appendix A).
Incubation and emergence
Incubation time (OE1) v&ed among ne* and between years ÇTable 4).

In 1994, mean O-El for 11nests was 94.5 days (SD= 11.4); in 1995, mean G E 1
for 12 ne& was 90.1 days (SD= 6.3); and in 19%. mean S E 1 for 2 nests was 107

days (SD = O). Incubation t h e in nests for which O.El was not available is
defined as the number of days elapsed £rom oviposition to the excavation of
live hatchiings (O-E2). This ranged h m 93 to 128 days ÇIàble 4).

In 19% some nests were excavated before hatdiing had begun. One nest
that had k e n flwded for two days, and likeIy satuated for an additional 4

days, was excavated on September 20. The eggs hatched a few days later. Other
dutches excavated on Octobet 8,19% continued incubating indwrs, and
hatched between November 12 and November 28,19%. The longest recordeci

incubation t h e from oviposition to pipping (GE3) was 137 days in 19%
(Table 3). These hatchiings took severai days, in some cases over a week, to
emerge h.om eggs. AU had large yok sacs, and appeared weak, lethargic and

edematous; most died before having completely emerged hom the egg.

Natural emergence (i.e. ocnuring in the field) began September 6,1994
and September 13,1995. It lasted untü mid-october in both years. In 1996,
natural emergence was late, and did not begin until October 2. The latest

-

natural emergence occurred between October 24 25,1995 (MorrWn pers.
14

comm.).

Emergence within nests was mostiy asynchronous (i.e. o c a m h g over
several days), spuuring 2 to 11 days. In some cases active hatchhgs remauid

for several days within the nest cavity h m which 0th- hatchlings had

already emerged.
HatchLines

The rnean dimensions of hatchiing Blanding's turtles measured in this
study were: CL = 32.9 mm (n = 281,SD = 1.8); CW = 29.9 mm (n= 281, S D =

2.19); PL = 29.2 mm (n = 281, S D = 2.3); Weight = 8.1 g (n = 270, S D = 1.06)-

Many hatchlings emerged h m the nest with incompletely resorbed
yolk sacs. The size of the protuberance viuied within and among nests, and
between years ranging hom a slight swelling to the size of a pea. In 19% many
of the hatdiüngs that emerged late (and ultimately died) had yolk sacs

approximateiy 1 an in diameter.
Hatching success

In the first two years, 93.3%of successfdly protected dutches were
productive (id. produced at least one live hatchüng), although only 1
productive nest was 100% successful in each year (Appenduc C).The complete
failure of one nest each in 1994 and 1995, was due to causes other than
predation and fiaoding. Between 1994 and 1995 15 - 22%of eggs fded to

hatch, and less Uian 75% of eggs produced iive hatrhüngs that naturally
emerged h m the nest ((62.9%in 1994 and 70.7% in 1995) Appendk C).
Between 2.5%(31 119 in 1995) and 6.8% (71103 in 1994) of hatdilings were dead

upon excavation in the fiftt 2 years.
Productivity in 19% was consideably lower than in the previous two

.

years with only 50%(Il/ 22) of nests pmducing live hatçhüngs (Appendix C).

Most egg failtue was attributcd to flooduig sine at least 9 of 21 ptected nests

Boodeâ. Ody 12.%

of eggs produced live hatchimgs that natFually emerged

from the net. Fourteen percent (15/106)of hatchlings were dead upon
excavation, and deaths were attriuted to drowning.
Seven productive nests in 1994 contained unhatched eggs; 9 productive
nests in 1995 contained unhatched eggs; and 8 productive nests in 19%
contained unhatched eggs (Appendix C).On average, 1.7 unhatched eggs

remained in each productive nest in 1994 (22 unhatched eggs; n = 13

productive nests; SD = 2.3); 1.1 unhatched eggs remained in each productive
nest in 1995 (16 unhatched eggs; n = 14 productive nests; SD = 1.2); 1.7
unhatched eggs remained in each productive nest in 19% (19 unhatched eggs;
n = 11 productive nests; SD = 0.9). If hatchiings dead upon excavation are

induded as failed eggs, then, on average, 2 2 eggs failed/productive nest in
1994,1.4 eggs failed/ productive nest in 1995, and 1.8 eggs failed/ productive
nest in 1996.

In 1996, hatdùllig mortality appmached lm in nests that were
excavated and inçubated indoors. Most of these hatchlings were lethargic, had

difficulty emerging fcom the egg, and died within a few days of hatching.

Eggs and hatchiings with developmental abnormalities were recorded
in each year of this study. Egg deiorrnities were reporteci in 1995 and 19%. One
egg was approximately 1/ 2 the size of a normal Blanding's hutle egg; the

other was constricted, having a bi - lobed appearance. Both eggs fded,

showing no sign of development. In 1994,7 deformed hatdilings were
recorded h m 3 of 17 proteded nests. In 1995,7 deformed hatchüngs were
teported £rom7 of 16 pmtected nests. In 19%, 18 deformed hatchluigs were

recorded h m 7 of 2110 protected nata Most developmental abnonnaiities

were atypical shape, mangement and number of -tes

(AppeMüx E); though

these were seemingiy benign abnonnalities, their effeds on siuvivorship are
unknown. More Severn developmental abnormalities were &O observed,
induding a b n o d gait, p ü a l paralysis, and miniatuiization (Appendu E).

One hatchling (19%) survivecl with paaial paralysis, a severely defonned
carapace, malformed plastron, and a kinked tail (Appendix E).
Predation and mortality

Between June22 and 25,1994 female 8-3 lost her left hind leg to an
unidentified predator. Although this M

e did not die, she is now incapable

of successful nest construction.

Between 1994 and 19% fewer than 15 Blandings turtle nests were
discovered after predation. Most were predated during the nesting season,
although one unxreened nest was Cound &et having been predated between
August 29 and September 4,1995. ln the same interval, a protected nest on the
Eelweic road was predated, and most protected nests on Glode Island and
Atkin' s Beach were disturbed. Although predators were not identified

positively, signs of digguig around nest boxes were suggestive of raccoons.

Flooding, and other unknown factors m e r reduced nest success in some
years rable 5).

Predation of hatchlings was o b s e ~ e din 1994 and 1995 during the

hatchling movement study (Chaptet 2). Likely predators indude squirrels
(McNeil, pers. coma), raccoons, ants and sluews (Appendix G). Ln both years

numerous taüs ended abruptly with no hatdiüng remains or signs of
predator activity. These hatchiings may have k e n predated by birds.
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Eggs were not found at one of the 22 sites pmteded; this 'ne& is not ansidered here.
17

Mortality of hatchlings was aiso observeci on Park roads. Newly
emerged hatchüngs were found dead, often near their madside nest sites.
Most road kiUs occurred in au-;

however, one turtie was found on May

13,19% on the ParKs main road near the site of nest 5(95) (Morrison, pers.

Resumably, this hatchling was from nest S(95) and may have

CO-).

overwintered in a nearby ditch.

Discussion
Review of o u current know1edee of the re~roductivebioloa gf
turtles in Nova Scotia (this study, Herman et al. 1995, M o b o n 1993,1992,
Drysdale 1983, Thexton and Mallet 1979, Dobson 1970, Bleaiaiey 1976,1%3,

1958, P&

Canada, unpublished records).

Prior to the onset of the nesting season, female Blanding's turties
migrate h m their aquatic hibernada to areas near the nesting centres.

Though he did not report the minimum temperature at which this activity
begins, Power (19û9)obsemed that this migration coincided with rishg water
temperature. Turtle dispersal begins in late A p d or early May (Power 1989)
and animals arrive at the nesting centres in early June. Aithough animals

were not radiotracked in this study, females were obsemed migrating toward
the mouth of Atkin' s brook in early June(19%); these turties ultimately
nested in the vicinity on either Atkin' s beach or Glode Island. While most

kmales encountered were swimming, females will aoss overland, rather

than swim around a brook bend (pers. obs.), or trek over longer distances (z2
km) (Turliuk, pers. comm., Power 1989) to reach nesting areas.
Once near a nesüng centre, individuals of three indigenous turtle

species (Chelydra serpentins, Chysemys pictu, and Emydoidea blandingii)
congregate in shallow coves or bays. Near one inland nesthg site turües

congregate in a shallow rnarsh. Male and sexually immature Blanding's
tuales have not been observeci in these locations prior to the nesting seasoh

Female turties leave these coves and bays and retum to their home range
shortly after nesting (Power 1989).

Shallow, wind sheltered coves and bays appear to be an integrai part of
'suitable nesting habitat' for Blandings turtles. Most females make numerous
attempts before successhilly complethg a nest, and between attempts these
sites provide convenient aquatic rehigia for gravid females. A s welI, the

warm water (Figures 3a, 3b) and exposed b a s h g sites ailow tuttles to raise

theu body temperature which is crucial for the recovery from i o ~ c
imbalances and lactate accumulation h m ovemintering stress (Ultsch et al.
1985). and rnay hasten the final stages of vitellogenesis, inaease the efficiency
of mobiüzation of fat reserves and ptomote (homonal) teadines for nesting

(Hammond et k 1988, Obbard and Brooks 1987,1978, Ewert 1985, Ganzhorn

and Light 1983, Ho et al. 1R2). Although some females are gravid before
arriving at the nesting centres (pers. obs., Power 1989), that only adult female
W e s congregate in these areas, and that they vacate these sites after havuig

completed nesthg, supports the argument that sheltered coves and bays are a
criticai feahw of suitable nesting areas.

Most nesting occurs in the evening although moming nesthg has

been irhquently observed (Power 1989). The mean dut& size reported in
this study (10.3 eggs) is more accurate and slightly higher than that reported by

Power (1989) (Table 5). Clutch size varies within and among individuals
(Tables 3a, 3b, 3c), and there is no signiscant relationship between adult

female body size (PL) and maximum clutch size (aCS) (Figure 8 and Power
1989). Females in this population produce a maximum of one ciutch per

season, and most nest less than ânnuiruy.

Although the majority (53.6%)of M e s that were observed nesting
between 1994 and 19% nested in mutiple yeam, and most (6%) of these
nested in three consecutive years, many W e s (46.4%) nested only once over

the three year period. Assuming that the adult tude population in the Park

has a 1 :1 sex ratio, and that the= are 132 aduits (Herman et al. 1995). then
13.6% (9/66)of reproductive females nested annually, and appmximately 26%

-

(17/66) 33%(22/66) of the population nests in a given year.
Herman et ai. (1995) remarked that recniitment into the breeding

population appears low in Nova Scotia. Thkt only 2 previously unidentifieci
females were recorded nesting between 1994 and 1996, and that no previously

unidentified8mature females were encountered during trapping s w e y s
(McMaster 19%, Momson, pers. c o m a ) supports this. Low recruitmentll

may be an artifad of high juvenile mortality and/or a prolonged juvenile
stage.

Female Blanding's turtles in Nova Scotia appea. to reach seniai
maturity around 19 yrs, although McMaster (19%) dassified four individu&

in this population between ages 17 and 20 as 'juveniles' or sexually immature.
While none of these 'juveniles' were found to be gravid not were observed
nesting, they were of similar size to some mature females. However,

McMaster failed to sex these 'juveniles' using morphological draracters such
as plastron concavity, and the possibility that some were males cannot be

ignored. Nevertheles, turtles aged 13 years (McMsteer 19%) were
11 Oniy d û n e n t of fernales ïs consîdered hem The la& of reaniihnent of females could also
be an artifact of incubation temperatuns Since sex in Blanding's turtles is determined by the
t h e d conditions duriiig incubation, and d e s are p r a i u d at 1owe.rtemperat(Packard
and Gutzke 1987,Vogt and Bd1982), more d e s than femaies may be pduced in this
population, which couid also account for the low ieauitment d lemales. It wouid be interesthg
to know whether the amilt sex ratio is biased towards d e s in this population.

considerably smailer than even the Smallest mature fernale in this study.
Growth ring data h m McMaster (1996)and Uiis study suggest that
turtles in this population are still pwing well into their late teens (Figures

7a, 7%). Were turtles mahvmg eivlier, one wouid expect to see a plateau in
body size mund the age of sexual maturation (Congdonand van Loben Sels

1991,Graham and Doyle 1977, Gibbons 1%8 b). h m these iimited data, 1can
condude oniy that Blanding's M e s in Nova Scotia mature after their 13 th

year and possibly not until theV late teens or early twenties. Since growth ring
cou-

estimate ody minimum age, and primiparity c m o t be con£inned,

my interpretation should be regdeci with caution untii additional data on
individual growth rates become avdable.
Irrespective of the age at which females reach sema1 maturity, Herman
et al. (1995) suggested that adult females in this population have an extended

reproductive Wespan. Using Park records, the reproductive Mespan of two
females in this study was esfimated. Female 1,O-O was first observed nesting in
1977, at an estimated age of 20 (Parkfiles). Eighteen years later (1995) she was
still reproductive (Table 3c). Assuming the accuracy of the initial age estimate,

this turtle was reproductive as she approached age 40. Similady, f e d e O-1,0
was first observeci nesting on June 18,1%9. Akhough no age estimate was
provided, in 1995 she had been reproductive for at least 26 years. The most

conservative estimate assumes that she was in her late teens (17-19) in 1969,

and that in 1995 she was appmaching age 50. While these data confirm that
Blanding's turtles in Nova Scotia have an extended reproductive lifespan it is
impossible to assess the possibility of reproductive senescence since rnost of
the reliable records on dutch size and nesting frecpency were collected aftet
1987.

Nesting in this popdation has been recordeci as eady as June 8 and as

late as July5 (Table 1). The results of th& study con6rm previous observations
(Morrison 1992 and 1993, Power 1989) that most nesting in Nova Scotia occurs
in the last two weeks iii Jime(T'ables 1,2 Figure 1, Appendix 8). Becsuse of

the intensive and systematic m e y schedules in 1994,1995 and 1996, we can

be confident that this trend is real, and not an artitact of diffeirentiai samphg.
There was no evidence m this study to support Power's (1989)suggestion that
the nesting season is shorter than elsewhere (Figure 2).
Within the Park, several previously unknown nesting areas were
identifiecl during this study. Nevertheles, the results confirm Power's (1989)

finding that the natural lakeshore kaches near Atkin's Brook are especidy
important for Blanding's hirtles nesting in the Park.Nesting kaches have

good exposure and nests are t y p i d y constructeci on a slight slope (Figure 4)
with a southem or south-western aspect (Figure 5). In Nova Scotia,

Blanding's turtles nest in cobble and grave1 substrates (Figure 6; Appendur F)
within a few meters of open water. Inland nesting occurs occasioMUy at

distances between 200 m and > 1 km h m water, and most often dong road
shoulders. While the distance from nests to water averages 4.46 m (this

study), and does not seem to change among years (this study, Power 1989), the
proximity of nests to the vegetated beach margin appears to fluctuate
annudy (Momson, pers. comm.). This may be partly govemed by lake level
(Power, pers. comm.). Outside the Park, most nesting reports for this species
are dong road shoulders and in unpaved parking lots (Momson, pers.
comm.).

The observation that Blanding's turtles in Nova Scotia avoid nesting
in sandy areas, especially in fine sand (Power 1989) was, for the most part,

supported in this study (Figure 6). However, on two occasions females
constnicted nests in sand; in one instance the nest w d contùiually coilapsed

undet the female's weight and nest construction was successful only with
help h m the observer; in the second case, the tPrtle nested in sand during a
rain shower when the sand held together. It may be that sandy substrates are
avoided because of structural diffïdties in nest completion in a similar way
that nesting attempts were occasionally aborted because of obstructions (roots
or rocks) w i t h the cavity. Nthough the dtability of a site may be
proximately determineci by a female's abüity to excavate a nest, the range of

grain size and sorting of the d a c e abstrate in which Blandings hirtles dig,
and s u c c e s s ~ ynest (Appendix F) suggests that surface substrates are
insuffiaent aiteria in determining a site's suitability for nest construction.

This is supported by observations of extended perïods of seardllng and sand
sniaùig as well as the observation that. despite showing high beach fideüty,

Blanding's W
e
s wiil alternate between, or abandon beaches. This suggests
that turtles are able to discriminate between beaches, evaluate sites within
beaches and that turtles use a suite of criteria to assess the suitability of

nesting sites. Regardles of a site's 'attractiveness' to a female, reproductive
success is what ultimately determines a site's suitabiiity for nesting.
Hatching success is low in Nova Scotia even when the effects of

floodhg and predation are discounted. Most dutches have only partial hatch
with an average of 1.4 to 3.2 non-viable eggs per productive ciutch (T'able 5),

and up to 37% of eggs fail to produce viable offspringl2(1994 and 1995 only,

Appendix C).In addition, though incubation times vary among dutches and
12Rmt is either produce hatchiings that die pria to emergence or fail to hatch (1994and
1995). It is assumed, in Uiis caldation, that hatdilings excavated aiive would have died
prior to emergence-
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between yeim (ïables 4,s and 6). hatchling emngeKe in some years may be
so late as to result effectively in 1-

nest failure (Momson 1992). While it is

undear why hatching success is low in this population, Herman n al. (1995)

and Bleakney (19Sû)suggested that incubation is thermaliy constrained. Thus,
thermal properties of nesting kadies may be critical in determining an area's

suitability for nesttig, and fernales may be able to inmase reproductive
success by selecting sites with optimal thermal characteristics for embryonic

development (Shwartzkopf and Brooks 1987). Reproductive success could be
irnproved huther by nesting close to sites suitable for neonate overwintering;
this wodd be parfidarly important in regions where hatching and

emergence are late.

Having surviveci to hatching, neonates enter a new stage of
vulnerability. Though it can be diffidt or impossible in heavily compacted
substrates, such as road shoulders and laiceshore cobble (pers. obs.), or late in
the season when cool autumn temperahws testrict activity, emergence

generaUy OCCUIS in September and Ortober after 82 to over 120 days of
incubation (Tables 4 and 6). Having escaped fiom the nest, hatchiings must
avoid thermal stress and desiccation, and evade predators; these activities can
be complicated by protiuding yolk sacs which impede mobüity and

sometimes tear, and by low temperatures. Furthermore, hatdilings must fïnd

suitable overwintering sites. Late emergence and the unpredictable omet of
winter in Nova Scotia afford hatchlùigs Little time to locate hibernacula.
Though no esümate of hatchling survivorship has been published for this
speaes, it is possible that, because of late emergence in a stodiastic
environment, hatchlings in this population suffer higher mortality than
elsewhere, making their protection all the more important to the survival of

this threatened population. Studying hatchiing behaviour wiU provide
insight into the habitat repuirenents of young M e s , and will improve our
ability to protect them. Neonatd behaviour is uivestigateû in Chapter 2.

Post-emesgenœ behaviour of neonate Blanding's Rutles, Entydoidea:

blandingii, in Nova Scotia.
Though Blanding's W
swivorship m

e s have been characterized as having a Type lII

e in which mortaïity rates are inversely relateci to age

(Iverson 1991), and populations shodd thus be tolerant of high mortality in

young age dasses, low zeccuitment, and the skewed age structure in the
Blanding's turtle population in Nova Scotia (Herman et al. 1995) have
necessitateci management practices that improve sunrivorship of young age
dasses. For logisticai and practicai r e m (such as the apparent lad< of

sexuaily immature turtles), wildlife managers at Kejimkujik National Park

initiateci a nest protection programma Given the limiteci survivorship of

Blanding's M e eggs and low hatdiüng emergence success in Nova Scotia
(Chapter l), offketting the effects of predation by protectively saeening nests
can oniy be beneficial. But this is insufkient. To bolster reçcuitment into the

adult, breeding population, protecting young turtles (Heppeu 1996, Iverson
1991) and their habitat is imperative; to accomplish this, a greater

understanding of the early Me history of Blanding's W
e
s is required.

For many fieshwater W e species, information on the early life
history of Blanding's turtles is mostly limited to reports of clutch size and

swivorship, and hatdiing success (Herman ef al. 1995, Power 1989,
MacCulloch and Weiler 1988, DePari et al. 1987, Petokas 1986, Congdon et al.
1983, Bleakney 1963, Brown 1927, Snyder 1921). Few studies have investigated

the behaviour and habitat requirements of sexualiy immature individuals
(McMaster 1996, Pappas and Brecke 1992), and vittuaily nothing is known

about hatchlings of th* s@es

(McNeil19%, Butler and Graham 1995).

To date, the most signifiant contributions to our understanding of the
behaviour and habitat reqyirements of necmate Blanding's M e s have been
provided by Butler and Graham (1995). These authors condudeci that newly
emerged hatchiïngs in Massachusetts move fcom their inland nests to

wetlands, likely in search of aquatic hibernadle. However, some of their
results appear at variance with this condusion, primarily because of
ambiguous terminology, and the location of their study site (inland) which

cüd not faditate the investigation of the orientation mechanism. The s m d
sample size m e r limits the interpreüve value of the study at the
popuiation Ievel, and at the specïes level.

While there are many similarities between the Nova Scotia population
and those eisewhere, behavioural divergence has been identified in aduits in
this disjunct population (Herman et ai. 1995, Power et al. 1994, Power 1989). It
is suspeded that divergent behaviours are responses to environmental

constraints at the northeastern limit of the species' range (Chapter 1, Hennan

et al. submitted). Since the protection of sexualiy immature turties is a crucial

component of the successhil recovery of Nova Scotia's Blanding's turtle

population (Heman et al. submitted, Iverson 1990) the possibility of
behavioural divergence in young age classes must not be overlooked in the
development of management strategies.

It is generdy assumed that freshwater M e s go to water upon
emergence from the nest (Ehrenfeld 1979). However, because of the
limitations of Butler and Graham's (1995) study, the possibility of behavioural

Merences in neonate hutles at the edge of the speaes' range, as weii as
anecdotal evidence from the Nova Scotia population that contradicted this

assumption (Morrison pers. romm.), an intensive investigation of the early

pst-emergence behaviour of hatchiings in ttris popdation was initiated.

The unique nesting habits of E. blandingü in Nova Scotia provide ideal
circumstances for investigating neonate behaviour. Elsewhere in the speaes'

range, includingMassachusetts (Butler and Graham 1995), Blanding's turties
t y p i d y nest iniand and away h m open water (Butler and Graham 1995;
Ross and Anderson 1990; Petokas 19%; Congdon et aL 1983); the Nova Scotia

population differs in that fernales tend to nest on cobble laiceshores (Chapter
1). Though some femaies in this population nest inland at distances over 100

m from open water, the majority nest within 5 m of open water.
Cowequently, despite fluctuations in lake level, emergent hatdiüngs have an
unobstructed view of water. In the current study the water seeking strategies
of hatchling Blanding's M e s are more dodely examined than was possible

in the previous study by Butler and Graham (1995). The duation of this
investigation (2 seasons) also allowed for a larger sample. Thus, statisticd

analyses as well as quaütative descriptions of hatchüng behaviour are
provided.

It is intendeci that this study complement the work of Butler and

Graham (1995), providing M e r insight into the adaptations of E. blandingii
as a species, and the particular adaptations of young t d e s in this dijunct

population. The hypothesis is that hatchling Blanding's M e s go to water
immediately upon emergence from the net.

Materials and methods
Studv site

This study was conducted in Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia

(44O 15'- 440 30'N,650 W- 650 3û'

W)(Fïgure 1)during summer and autumn

1994 and 1995. Nesting and hatchling movernent data were coilected at the

major nesting centres, inciuding four kaches and one inland site (Power
1989). As weiï, in 1995, one nest was sampled on a newly discovered nesting

kach.
Nesting kaches have a gradua1 dope and fypidy comprise kt-sïzed

cobble and large pebbles. Beaches are sparsely vegetated with grasses, rushes,
and cranberry (Vaccinium t m c r q n ) (Roland 1945). The upper kaches
are bordered with huckiebeq (Gaylussach tiiacazfa),blueberry (Vdtzium
spp), leatherieaf (Chamaednphne uztyculatu), sweet gale (M@4 gale), red and

white pine (Pinus resimsa, P. &obus), and maple ( A m spp).

Iniand nests were constructed in the grave1 shoulder on the North side
of a two-lane, paved road. The shoulder is 2 m wide on either side of the road,

and descends into a more steeply sloped bank of mowed vegetation. The
lower-banks are bordered by a steep fotested incline (predominantly Pinus
strobus). A dense mat of moist Sphagnum spp (0.5

- 1.0 m wide) occurs dong

the base of the South side slope. The nearest open water is a small marsh

Located North of the road, between 100 - 150 m West of the sampled nest sites.
Nestingand emereence

Beaches and roadsides were sunreyed for nesting E. blandingii
throughout June, 1994 and 1995. Nests were pmtected against predation with
a raised, wire-mesh cage once nest construction was complete; this cage also

served as a pen for emergent hatchüngs. Beginning September 1in both years,
nests were checked regularly fot emergent hatdilings. In late October a l l nest
cavities were excavated to determine the number of unhatched eggs and to

free any remaining hatchiings. Upon discovery hatchlings were measwd

(maximum carapace length, CL), notched for identification (Standhg et al.
isS5), dusted with tracking pigment, and released.
Dusting and

Coloured powder, which fluoresces under W iight (Radiant Color,

LBRS Series, Richmond, CA), was used to tradc emergent hatchhgs (Butler
and Graham 1993). Hatchlings were dusted using a cotton swab, covering the

carapace, plastron and leg sockets, but especialiy avoiding contact with the
eyes and nos-

(Stapp et al. 1994). Nestmates were assigned different colours

whenever possible so individual trails could be distinguished during

tracking. Hatchüngs were released at the nest site in random orientation and
were left undisturkd.
At night, powder trails were followed using hand-held UV lamps

(Raytech Raytector O), and marked with flagging tape securecl with pebbles.

Flagging tape was superimposed on the e n t h length of most trails, though in
some cases, it was laid at intervals. If a hatdiüng was found at the end of a

tail its location was marked and it was re - dusted with the original pigment.
To minimize disturbance on such occasions, the area immediately

surrounding the turtle, rather than the M e itseIfOwas powdered; hatchlings

walked through the powder as they resumed their trek, thereby facilitating
the collection of data over several days.

Ragged traüs were mapped using a compas (azimuth to the nearest
degree; magneüc North), and a measuring tape or meter stick (to the nearest
0.1 cm).Trails were mapped in relation to watet, vegetation, topgraphy, the

-

nest of origin and other trails (Figures 9a 9g).
Trail analvses

Trail data were analyzed using circular statistics (Batschelet 1981,1965;

Zar 1984). Most studies of the pst-emergenœ movernent of hatchiing M e s

have employed the Rayleigh%test. However, in Uùs study, the V test is used.

The two analyses are simûar in that each tests whether a set of angles differs
signiscantly from rando~nness.However, in addition to being more powerful

in rejecfing randomness when animais are not deivly directed (Batdelet
1981), the V test is more appropriate for testing whether obsewed angles
duster around a hypothetical direction (Bo); in this case, the hypothetical
direction, selected a pMn, is in the direction of the nearest water. The null

hypothesis is that the parent population, h m which the sample (tpl.

95.

-.

qn)is drawn, is randody (unifomily) distributeci about the hypothetical
direction (ao).
The orientation fmm nest to nearest water was standardized among

nests, within years such that the orientation (r(i) of the resultant vector (R) of
each hatchling's k t day trek was converted to the polar angle q' (Batschelet

.

1965). By letting iy 1, q 2 , -. lpn be n observations of hatchling orientation

( d u t h dockwise h m North) on day 1 h m a single nest, and letting 8 be
the direction to nearest water from this nest, the original zero direction

(North) is rotated so that fl becomes the new zero direction 0,. This yields the
new polar angle v' from the original 9. The new polar angle is defined by:

*'=*- P
The value is either positive or negative correspondhg to either a clodcwise or
counter clockwise rotation from 80.

The new sample (qrbq 2

...

*In)

for each year was then plotted on a unit

arde, and the mean vectot (m'), its length (f)and its polar angle (9') were

caldated. The component of the mean vector with respect to the ditection to

nearest water, or 'the homewani compnent' (v), and the test staüstic (u) were
then calcuiated (Batdelet 1981). If the critical value u(a) was l e s than or

equal to the test statistic (u), the ndl hypothesis of randomness was rejected.

To investigate the possibility that hatchlings were organized with
respect, to some feature other than water, a phenomenon that would be
masked by the V test, nests were examineci independently for patterns in b t -

day movement among nestmates. By plottuig the original iy samples
separately for each nest and caldating the mean vector (m) and its length (r),
the length of the mean vector is used as an index of anguiar dispersion

among nestmates (Zar 19û4). Since the sample size (n) within nests is small, I
arbitrarily defined nests with r 0.6 as 'dwcted'. If the polar angle (a>) of the
mean vector was in the direction of nearest water (fl)
such that:

and r

0.6, then hatchiing movement on the first day after emergence within

the nest was considered to have been 'directed toward nearest water'.

To assess the straightness of an individual's course among days the
resultant vector (R") and correspondhg angle (i1>") of each day's trek was
plotted. If the range (A), the srnailest arc containhg all data in the distribution,
was less than or v

a l to î2.50 (an arbitrarily chosen b i t ) the turtle was

considered to have foiiowed a consistent bearing among days. Since several
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turtles were stationacy between days the nrst and second day of travel do not

necessarily correspond to the h t and second day after release.

Results
Fresh Blanding's t d e ne-

were pmtected between June 15 and June

25,1994, and between June 16 and June29,1995. Emergence began September
6,1994 and September 13,1995. Mean incubation time (days from oviposition

to emergence) was 94.8 days in 1994 and 90.1 days in 1995. Hatchlings
continueci to emerge naturaiiy hom the nest until mid-October in both years.

The latest recorded nataual emergence for this population (exciuding live
hatchiings at excavation) occurred on October 25,1995. Emergence within
nests was mostiy asynchronous in both years, lasting between 2 and 10 days in
1994 and between 2 and 11 days in 1995. Live hatchlings were uncovered

during nest excavations in October of both years.
In both years 93.3%of successhilly protected nests were productive, that
is, produced at least one iive hatchling. Of 1û3 hatdiüngs observed in 1994,
80.6%nahually emerged h m the nest (i.e. emerged unaideci), 12.6%were

alive when excavated, and 6.8% had successfully hatched but had died before

emerging from the nest In 1995, of ail hatchtings observed (n = 119) 83.2%

naturally emetged, 14.3%were dive when excavated, and 2.5% were dead
upon excavation. Hatchling body size was not significantly diffecent between
years (1994 mean CL = 33.1 mm; n = 88; SD = 1.6; and 1995 mean CL = 33.5

mm; n = 100;SD = 1.9;t0.05,(2),186

0.0587, a = 0.05).

Of the six beach nests sampled for hatchling movement in 1994, one

faced Northeast (azimuth: MO), one due South, and four had a Southwest

aspect ( e u t h : 2300,2400,2300,2250); the mean distance between beach
nests and the vegetated beach edge was 271 m (n= 6; SD = 1.87; range: 1.0 m 4.94 m) and at emergence the mean distance between nests and the nearest

-

water was 9.43 m (n= 6; SD = 4.U; range: 48 m 15.2 m). Of the six beach-nests
sampled in 1995, Uuee faced Southeast (azimuth. 1010,1870,1720), and three

faced Southwest (azimuk 2220,2280,2769; the mean distance between beach

-

nests and the forest edge was 288 m (n= 6; SD = 1.47; range: 1.7 m 5.57 m),

and at emergence the mean distance between beach nests and the nearest
water was 16.5 m (n= 6; SD = 9.37; range: 11.0 m - 34.95 rn).The one roadside

nest sampled in each year was appmrrimately 7 m fimm the forested indine,

and between 100 m to 150 m from the nearest water.
In 1994, fow-two turtles, from 7 nests, were trailed for a maximum of 4
days. One of these was not powdered. In 1995,thkty-six hatchlings from 7

nests were powdered in 1995 and tracksi for a maximum of 11days.

In both 1994 and 1995 hatchîing orientation on the first day after

-

emergence from the nest was andom with respect to nearest water (a 0.05)
(Figures lOa,lOb).Nestmates h m 3 nests sampled in 1994 displayed directed
movement on the b t day, but only one of these showed movement directed
toward nearest water (Table 6); it is noteworthy that neither hatdiling from
this nest adually entered water (Figure 9a).

Resdts in 1995 were similar. Four nests showed no directed
movement among nestmates on the h t day of travel, and a single hatchiing
from a Mth nest did not move in the direction of nearest water (Table 6).
Although nestmates from two nests displayed directed movement toward
water, most hatchlings did not actually enter it on the first day.

Of 27 t u d e s for which muitiday data are available, 6 followed a

consistent bearing between the tint and second day of travel eable 7). Of 9

hatchhgs for which more than 2 days of travel data are available, only one
was consistent among days (4 days; A = 5.8). This hatchlins maintained a

route aimost pardel to the water h e ; uitimatdy its trail was lost at the forest

edge (Fi-

W).

T r d desaintion
While the interpretation of trends within and among clutches is

important, inspection of individual trails reveaied some of the most d o u s
resdts.
First, most hatchiings did not maintain a straight course among days

flable 7). Even within days, hatchlings hquently diangeci direction,
frequently badctracking as well as aisscrossing their own traii. Convoluted
trails were restricted to areas with Iittle or no vegetation cover. Interestingly,

all hatchlings, regardless of the character of .th& tail in the open, navigated

dong straight courses whde under vegetation cover.
Second, numerous hatdilings in this study avoided water (Figures9c
and 9d). On several occasions hatchluigs foilowed straight trails in the
direction of water, but veered eithet after having reached it, or within a few
meters of the shoreline (Figures 9a, 9c and 9d). In 1994, six of 42 trails ended in
water or < 10 cm from the water's edge; it is expected that these turtles entered
water. Two hatrhlings whose trails were lost > 2 rn from water were observed
at the shoreLine aquatic-bashg three days after their initial release. One
hatchling that entered water, re - emerged approximately 6 m West of the

point of entry and ptoceeded up the beach (Figure 90. Of 36 turtles tracked in
1995,s trails ended in water; of these, 1entered water on the first day of travel,
35

wallced l e s than 10 m dong the shoteline, and emerged to spend its first
night on shore (Figure 9g).
ThVd8hatchlings were observed using ovemight and d a m e forms
(sleeping and resting sites) simüar to those describeci by Butlez and Graham
(1995), butied in leaf litter, sphagnum or other vegetation, or nestled between
k a c h cobble and under mots and logs. Hatchlings also used aquatic ovemight

forms. In 1995, two hatchlings were observed in aquatic, ovemïght €0-

in e

3 cm of water. In 1995, s e v d hatehüngs spent the night exposed on the

beach when temperatures feu below fteezing (- 5.50 C).Fossorial movements
were observed in 1994 and 1995. These individuals proceeded hom a
terrestrial fom dong a route apptoximately 10 an beneath sphagnum and
ieaf litter.
Generally8hatdiüngs showed no propensity for seeking cover, nor for
toliowing dope. Inuequently, trails overlapped, but only for short distances.

Nestmates released on the same day showed no tendency to move in the
same direction as one another on the day of release or on subsequent days.

Discussion
Many selective advantages for pst-emergence water-seeking
behaviour in hatdiüng M e s are presumed, although few supporthg data

are avdable. Advantages indude the avoidance of avian and terrestrial
predators, access to suitable basking and feeding habitat and decreased risk of

themal stress and desiccation. Water is thought to be particuiarly important
for freshwater M e s at high latitutes whose hatchlings emerge from the nest

in autumn because it provides indation against tissue freezing during
winter.

Throughout their range Blanding's M e hatdilings emerge ftom the
nest in autumn (Butler and Graham 1995, Emst and Barbour 1989, Power
1989, Congdon d al. 1983, Bleakney 1%3) and it is generally assumeci that

neonates seek aquaüc hibernaCula (Butier and Graham 1995, Ehredeld 1979).
However, fernales typically nest inland (Butlet and Graham 1995, Ross and
.Anderson 1990, Petokas 1986, Congdon d al. 1983) where the view of water

from the nest site is often obscured by vegetation Aithough few detailed
descriptions of nesting sites e>ast for this Jpeaes (Butler and Graham 1995,

Power 1989, Petokas 1986). it appears that the nearest water to iniand nests is
often marsh or wetland, and not a large body of open water (Butler and

Graham 1995, Power 1989, Petokas 19û6, Congdon ef aZ 1983). It is unlikely
then, that orientation mechanisms similar to those of neonate marine furties

and beach-nesting freshwater t d e s have evolved in Blanding's turties. That
is, it is wueasonable to assume that E. blandingii hatchlings use cues such as

dope, photic gradients, open horizon, and vegetation silhouette (Lohmann

and Lohmann 19%. Godfrey and Barreto 1995, Salmon et al. 1992,
Witherhgton and Bjomdal1991, Ehrenfeld 1968, Ehrenfeld and Carr 1967,

Anderson 1958) upon emergence since these cues would be ineffective in
orienting £rom inland nests.

These findings support those of Butler and Graham (1995) who

concludeci that dope, open horizon and the silhouette of nearby vegetation
do not appear to be critical cues in the orientation of hatdiling E. bladingii .
Although Butler and Graham (1995) provided limited evidence to support an
olfactory component in orientation, that sirnultaneously released nestmates
tended to disperse randomly in this study (Figures9b, 9c and Table 7) implies
that hatdilings do not fixate on an ouactory eue any more t h a . on any

structural feahue. ïiüs, however, does not p d u d e the possibility that the
orientation medianiSm has an olfactory componmt

Although these data suggest that hatchlings neither seek nor avoid
vegetation cover, individual t r d s were often convoluted in the open, and
relativeiy straight while under vegetation. This pattern was a h noted by
Butler (pers. corn.) suggesüng that, while the orientation mechanisni is not

totally impaired in the open, vegetation cover may improve its effectiveness.
The possibility that vegetation structute irifluences the effiaency of
movement in hatchling Blanding's M e s warrants fÙrther investigation.

Kegardless of the cues and orientation mechaniSm, natural selection

should favor mechanisms allowing animals to organize their movement

with respect to their envitonment so as to avoid random wandering (Able
1991). If water-seeking behaviour is adaptive, newly emerged neonate

Blanding's turtles should be able to h d water with relative effiaency. Thus,
if neonates 'seek' water, their movements should be organized in such a way

that they reach theu goal as directiy as possible.
Although these results support Butler and Graham (1995) in the la& of
orientation toward open horizon, they faif to support their conclusion that

hatdrüngs 'seek sbnding water' upon emergence from the nest. In fact, some
of the results in their own report do not agree with this conclusion. For

instance, aithough hatdiüngs 'repeatedly and non-rmdomly sought [wetland
habitat] in the absence of standing water', the majority of hatdilings tracked in
their study 'necessariiy deviated h m a straight course for water' in order to

encounter vemai pool habitat, and dispmportionately used dry vemd pool

habitat (Butler and Graham 1995).
Hatchiings moved randomly with respect to nearest water (Figures 10a

and lob), and while several tuttles enteted water, othezs overtly avoided it

(Figures 9c, 9d). Data fcom McNeil(1996) suggests that hatchtuigs r e l d at
the shorehe are repelied by water. These results imply that water is not the
goal, and that no simple habitat feature is sought The behaviouzal variation
of emefgent hatchlings8as weu as the tend-

of nestmates to disperse in

both the Nova Scotia and Massachusetts populations, suggests that hatchüngs
of this species have a bet-hedging or adaptive coin-fiipping strategy upon

emergence (Cooper and Kaplan 1982, Cooper 1981). In an unpredictable
environment such as Nova Scotia, where the onset and severity of &ter
varies among years, and hatchling emegence is delayed until mid-September
and October, a mixeci-strategy would ensure that some o f f s p ~ g
swive.

Congdon ef al. (1983)provide anecdotal evidence of Blanding's turtle
hatchiings overwintering in the nest W e this has not been substantiated

in the literature, delayed emergence may be a facet of a miwed strategy (Ewert
1985, Gibbons and Nelson 1978). Although Power (1989) reported that
hatdilings excavated in November appeared dormant, hatchlings excavated

during this study were ofkn active, and were likely capable of successiid
emergence. However, even if Blanding's tutle hatchlings are physiologïcally

capable of withstanding terrestriai hibernation, it is unlikely that this could be
accomplished in the nest cavity in Nova Scotia, at least in lakeshore nests,
since ice scouring and s p ~ floodllig
g
often destroy ovenvinteruig nests
(Morrison pers. corn..). Nevertheles, terrestrial hibernation remains a
possibility8in both this population and in those elsewhere.
In order for hatdùings to ovenvinter successhilly on land they would
have to: 1)withstand tissue freezing ( i e . k i n g freeze tolerant); or 2) avoid
tissue beezing, either behaviourally (e.g. by burmwing below fiost line), or

physiologidy (e.g. supercooling) (Packard and Packad 1995,1990, Chussen
et al. 1991, Storey et al. 1988). The capacity to withstand tissue kezing may

oniy be advantageous for short-term keezing at high sub-zero temperature

(Packard and Packad 1995), and while Packard (pers. coma) has recently
completed work confirming that Blandings M e s h m Nebaska are able to
withstand short-tum tissue freezing, avoiding freezing altogether is Ekely

more advantageous to overwintering succesa Nonetheless, numerous
hatdilings in this and McNeil's (19%) studies surviveci ovemight at
temperatures below freezing (- 5.500. This suggests that hatchiings
Blandings turtles in the Nova Scotia population also have the capacity to
withstand freezing, or at least, to supercool (Packatd, pers. comm.). This

observation, coupled with the watet avoidance and fossorial movements of
some hatchlirigs, and the observation of terrestrial hibernation of adults
(Rowe and Moll1991), suggest that terrestriai hibernation is possible for

hatchiing Blanding's M e s in Nova Scotia Terrestrial hibemation may

explain why, in May 19%, a hatdiling Blanding's turtle was f o n d dong a
road near the site of what was likely its natal, inland nest. Although it is
possible that this hatchüng spent the winter in a marsh aprroximately 250 m
distant, or in an inundated ditch, it is

plausible that it used a

terrestrial hibernadum.

The Nova Scotia Blanding's turtle population presents interesthg
management challenges, in part because of its small size and patchy
distribution, and in part because of its behaviowal divergence from
populations elsewhere (Herman ef al. 1995, Power et al. 1994; Power 1989).
While it remauis unresolved whether neonatal behaviour differs between

the Nova Scotia and Massachusetts populations, there are substantive
40

condusiow about the miportance of the terrestrial habitat surrounding

nesting iwas. From inland nests, hatchüngs in search of a~uatichibernada
must traverse infervening terrestrial habitat Even the most direct routes to
water can be oves 50 lan, and overland tnks can take several days (Butler and

Graham 1995). As weU, neonates may use terriestrial hibemacula in the

vïcinity of nesüng kaches (this study). The avaiiability of vegetation cover
and other feahws (e.g. moist moss beds) couid be important for predator
avoidance and thennoregdation (Butler and Graham 1995), and the
efficiency of the search for hibemada rnay k Muencecl by the vegetation

structure (this study). FurtherBif hatchüng Blanding's tultles use terrestrial

hibernada the existence and distribution of critical habitat couid severely
affect overwintering success. For the sumival of hatchling Blanding's turtles,
the maintenance of terrestrial habitat adjacent nesting areas could prove as

important as the protection of nest sites. The need for such habitat protection
is made all the more poignant by the apparent scaraty of young turties in the

Nova Scotia population (Hennan et al. 1995).
Since senial maturation is late in Blandings W e s as cornpared with
other hutle speaes (Congdon et al. 1993) the iikelihood of reaching

reproductive age is Low (Heppeii et al. 19%, Congdon et al. 1993). If the Nova
Scotia population is thermally constrained (Bleakney 1958), growth and
maturation of young M e s may be compmmised (Avery et d 1993,

Congdon and van Loben Sels 1991)and the rate of recruitment may be low
relative to other populations of this species (Heppel et al. 19%). IfBas
suggested by Power (1989) and Herman et al. (1995), reproduction is &O

constrained, this population may be more sensitive to habitat modification or
other disturbances effecting increases in mortality, parüculaiy in young age

dasses (Congdon et al 1993, Iverson 1991).

In the following chapter these

suggestions (Herman d a l . 1995, Power 1989, Bleakney 1958)are invesfigated

in relation to nest site seledion and the habitat reguirements of Blanding's
turtles in Nova Scotia.

Chapter 3.
Temperatus the piimup factor aonstrrinlligzepmduction and
limiting the disar'bution of Biandings M e s Bntydaidea bIandin@il
in Nova Scotia.
Sinœ iîs fi&

discovery in 1953 (Bleakney 1958) the Blanding's hutle

population of Nova SCOüa h a bem considered enigmatic because of its

isolation h m the main range (Figure 1, Bleakney 1958), its behavioural
divergence from 0th- populations (Herman et d 1995, McMaster 19%,
McNeiI 1996, Power 1989), and its teSfLjcted tange withùi the province
(Herman et al. 1995, Bleakney 1958). Although there is some dispute over the
means by which the species became established and subsecpently isolated in
Nova Scotia (Herman et al. 1995, Bleakney 1958), what is of immediate

concem to the recovery of this threatened population is the identification of

factors limiting its current distribution Identifying critical habitat features
wiil improve our ability to locate areas of concentration (Power et al. 1994),

and possibly to enhance and restore Blandings t d e habitat in Nova Scotia
(Herman ef al. submitted). As we& a better understanding of the ecology of
thiç population is essentid for its protection and management*

Thmughout theh range Blanding's turtles use a variety of aquatic
habitats though they predominantly occupy shaliow stül waters @ogs,

marshes and lakes) characterized by deep organic sediments, and submergent
and emergent vegetation (Herman ef al. 1995). In Nova Scotia, Blanding's
&es

of ail ages occur in slow-8owing brooks and streams (pers. obs,

McMaster 1996, Power 1989)and the population's distribution is tightly
positively correlateci with dark waters (Power r t d . 1994), and espeady with

peaty mils (Power ef al. 1989) and fioating mats of Sphagnum (McMaster 1996,

Power 19û9). While the cause of these comlatiow has not been formally
determined, Power d al. (1994) proposed that the association between
Blanding's M e s and theû habitat is food-dated. hdeed, theù distribution
within Kejimkujik National Park pardels that of areas with high secondary

productivity (Power d al. 1994), and it stands to reason that primarily
camivorous Blanding's M e s (Heraan et al. submitted) shouid concentrate

in areas of high food abundance, particuîariy in relative@oiigotrophic

systems (Herman ef al. 1995, Power et al. 1994, Power 1989). However, habitat

productivity does not satisfactody explain the population's severeiy restricted
range within the province, since both snapping turties (Chelydra serpmtina)
and painted tuttles (Chrysentys pida) have simüar diets as Blanding's turties
(Congdon 1989), yet they are more widespread (Cook 1984).
Of the four t u d e species ocauring in Nova Scotia, mapping turtles

(Chelydra serpentim), painted M e s (Chrysemys picta), wood M e s
(Clmrnys insculpta), and Blanding's tudes (Emyduidea blandingil), only the
latter species is restricted to the southwestern interior (Figure 1) ( H m a n et

al. 1995, Cook 19û4, Bleakney 1958). The obvious question is, why?

It has been suggested that the W t e d distribution of Blanding's turties,

particularly at the northern boundary of the speaes' range, reflects thermal
cowtraints (Herman et al. 1995, Power 1989, Gutzke and Packard 1987,

Bleakney 1958). The latitudinally compressecl speciest range (Figure l),and its
apparent shift in response to climatic changes foilowing the last glaaation

(Herman et al. 1995), suggest that Blanding's M e s are partïdarly sensitive

to temperature (Herman et al. 1995). Indeed, they are relatively intolerant of
high temperames (Hutchison et d. 1%6), but perhaps more important at the

northern limit of the range, their eggs have a high aitical thermal minimum

(Gutzke and Packard 1987). Not only would low temperatures du&ng
incubation lm@n the intemai between oviposiüon and hatching, but poor
t h e d conditions could reduce hatching succes (Gutzke and Packard 19û7),

thereby iimiting the distribution of the species. Bobyn and Brooks (1994)
advanced a similar argument for snapping turties (Chelydra sepenfim),and
the suggestion that incubation conditions limit the northen distribution of
turtles is not new (Bleakney 1958. Anard

1935).

The Nova Scotia population is restricted to the southwestern interior,
the warmest region in the province (Hennan d al. 1995). This congruency

suggests that, at least in Nova Scotia, the distribution of the species refiects

thermal constraints on incubation. Power (1989) and Herman et al. (1995)
intimated this and were the first to provide supporthg data. Although these

data were M a e n t to generaüze about the population, Herman et al.
(submitted) implicitly sssumed the accuracy of the interpretation when

advancing the postulate that behavioural divergence of nesting females is an

adaptive response mitigating the thermd constraints on incubation. But it
remained to be tested whether nest site selection was related to thermal

properties of the environment.
In this chapter, I sath@ the second and third objectives of this thesis. In
addition to defendhg the daims that in Nova Scotia Blanding's turtle
reproduction is compromised by 'dimate', i e . thermal conditions (Herrnan et

al. 1995, Power 1989), and that temperature is the primary factor limiting
distribution, 1 present results of an experiment examining the thermai

properties of nest sites.

Methods
This population is small and each year nests an diffuse thughout the

park; often a single nesting beach supports Cewer than a dozen Blanding's
turtle nests in a season. It is a M e n g e to distinguish between sites that are
avoided because of their thermal unsuitability, and those that are not used as

an artifact of small population sue.
Historical records revealed that Blanding's M e s naturaUy subdivided
the t b e major nesting beaches, Glode Island, Atkin' s Beach (I
and
) Heber

Meadow Beach (II), into nesting and non-nesting sections (Morrison 1993,
1992, Herman unpubüshed records, Power 1989). That is, Blanding's M e s

cohsistentiy and predictably restrict nesting activities to pWcuIar sections

within each beach. To deteimine whether the subdivision of individual

beaches might be related to the thermal nûmclimate 1 compared the thermal
characteristics of nest sites and randomly selected sites within the non-nesting
section.

Nests constnided on the main nesüng sections of Glode Island, Heber
Meadow Beach (II) and Atkin' s Beach (Iwere
) screened against predation on
the

~ g h oft oviposition (Chapter 1).The location of each nest was measured

in relation to water and the vegetated edge of the upper beach. Each nest was
paired with a 'durnmy' site selected randomly dong the length of the nonnesting section of the same beach (as determined from historical records).
Dummy nests had the same relative position dong the beach width as their

nest pair, such that pairs were located on the same contour line.
Automated temperature loggers (Hobo 8)were installed at average
nest depth (ca. 12 cm,Power 1989)at nests and 'dummy' nests. To minimize
the disturbance of eggs, and to exclude their possible influence on
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tempenatute (Brodie d al. 19%, Packad and Packard 1988), therxnistors at nest
sites were M e d appmximateiy 10 cm outside the nest mnty. Nests and

dununy nests were screened and thermistors were centered as much as
possible within the saeened fiames. Temperature was recorded at reguiar
intervals (cia. every 0.5 houx) thmughout the incubation period CIgble 8).

-

Between 1995 and 1996, fourteen nest dummy n e t pairs were sampled on
the three main nestuig beaches.
Calculation pf cumulative heat units:
The minimum threshold for development of Blanding's t d e
embryos was first estimated by plotting developmental rates against

temperature (data h m Ewert (1979) and Gutzke and Packard (1987)).
Assurning that the embryo's response to temperahw is linear (Baskervïlle

and Emin 1%9) the minimum threshold for development is estimated by the
intersection of the regression line and the x-axis (Figure lla). For any time
intemal, the number of heat uni& accumulateci approximates the area under
the temperature curve that lies above the minimum threshold (Baskerville

and Emin 1%9). In this study one heat unit is defined by:

flirn(OQ-Tt(OO)X 1
Where Ti m (O C) is temperature measured at instant i, T t (OC) is the

minimum threshold temperature for development (14OC) (Figure lla), and 1
is the interval (days) between consecutive temperature recordings (Table 8).

The primuy assumptions are that the organism's respowe to temperature is

linear (BaskeMLle and Emin 1%9), and that the tolerance to the minimum
temperature threshold is constant throughout development. Neither

assumption is biologidy accurate (Deeming and Ferguson 1991, Packard and

P a M 1988, Ewert 1985) and the dcuiated minimum threshold

temperature should not be interpreted as having any biologid relevance.
the

Regatdless, caldating cumulative heat units is a method of
thermal propertïes of a site, in this case the nets and dummy ne&,

so that

they can be compared with relative simplicity (Figure Ilb). For cumulative

heat unit calculations to be comparable within pairs, recordings must be
collected at the same frvency (mins.) dtuing the same interval. Because of
equipment failw, only sub-sets of the data were compatible and suitable for
analysis (Table 8). The differeme between the cumulative heat uni& of the
nest - non-nest was caldateci for each pair, and a one-tailed t test was

perfonned on these values to test the hypothesis that nest sites were warmer

than their non-nest pairs (ie. Ho:p s O).

Results and Discussion
Reproductive potential can be defined at the individual and
population levels. It is a measure of the number of offkpring produced over
t h e . It incorporates intra- and inter-annual clutch frequency and offspring

number, which in the case of oviparous organisms is analogous to clutch size,

-

i.e. egg number. For long lived, iteroparous species, clutch frequency is

considered the most important population characteristic (Gibbons and Greene
1990, GLbbons 1%8 a).

There are no published reports of Blanding's turtles produchg more
than a single clutch p r year, and few data of inter-annual ciutch frequency
exist making cornparisons diffidt. Based on the population estimate for

Kejimkujik National Park (Herman et al. 1995) the highest proportion of

adult females reproducing in a single year during this study was 33%(Table
9). Though some females reproduced annually, at least over the three year
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period 1994- 19% (Table 3a), most nested less fmquently (Tables 3b, 3c). These
observations are consistent with earlier data from this population (Herman et
ai. 1995, Morrison 1993,1992) and with reports bxn Michigan (Congdon ef al.

1983) (Table 9) and Ontario (Petokas 1985). Thus, Blanding's hirtles in Nova
Scotia are similar to those elsewhere in that many nest less than annudy.

Clutch bquency may be lower in Nova Scotia relative to other populations,
but this possibility cannot be evaluated h m these limitecl data. Nevertheless,
the examination of other aspects of reproductive potentid, such as annual

reproductive potential (clutch size), and the reproductive lifespan suggests
that reproduction in Nova Scotia is constrained.
Whereas ciutch fiequency is thought to be influenced primarily by

extrinsic factors such as resource availability, clutch size is thought to be
constrained morphologicaily (Gibbonsand Greene 1990). This is because in

many turtle speaes, and in some Blanduig's turtle populations (Congdon and
van Loben Sels 1991, MacCuiloch and Weller 1968, Petokas 1986) there is a

significant positive correlation between female body size and ciutch size.
While adult female Blanding's turties in Nova Scotia are of similar size to

those in other populations ( H e m et al. 1995,Power 1989,this study) the

relationship between body size and clutch size is not statistidy àgniticant
(Figure 8, Appendix A, Power 1989).T d e s in Nova Scotia may be incapable
of realizing thek maximum annual reproductive potential (i.e. ciutch size),

not because of morphological constraints, but because of extrinsic factors such
as the availability and quality of food and other tesources (Gibbonsand

Greene 1990, Congdon 1989).

.

Power et al (1994)obsenred that local concentrations of Blanding's
M e s in Nova Scotia paralleleci areas characterized by high secondary

productivity. Though these sites are pmductive relative to habitat in the
immediate area, BIanding's turtles in Nova Çcotia occupy oligotrophic
waterways (Herman et al. 1995, Power et al. 1994, Power 1989). An analysis of
productivity and diet ktween populations could reveal ciifferences in habitat

quality between Nova Scotia and elsmhere. Differences in habitat quality
codd explain, at l e s t in part, ciifferences in reproductive characteristics (e.g.
clutch size and nesüng £requency)between populations. Alternatively, the
Nova Scotia population may not be constrained by the abundance and quality

of food, but by a shorter and cooler active season.
While the length of the active season affects the amount of time

available for turtles to harvest food, it is the thermal environment which
influences appetite, ingestion and processing rates, digestive effciency,
reproductive cycles, egg qyality, clutch size, clutch hequency, senial
maturation, and growth rates of turtlw (Avery et al. 1993, Noble 1991,

Congdon 1989, Hammond ef al.

lm, Obbard and Brooks 19û7,Ewert 1985,

Ganzhom and Light 1983, Ho et al. 1982, Thomhill1982, Parmenter 19ûû). By

iimiting the amount of food accumulated and processed over a summer, and
hence the reserves available for reproduction, low summer temperatures
could constrain annual reproductive potential. As weU, subspümal
temperatures would reduce growth rates of young turtles, and this could

compromise lifetime reproductive potenüal, particularly if sema. maturation
is a fundion of juvenile growth rate (Congdon and van Loben Sels 1993).

AIthough hatchüngs are of similar size in Nova Scotia as elsewhere,
juvenile growth in the Nova Scotia population appears slower than reports
from Michigan (Figures 7a and 7b, McMaster tg%, Congdon and van Loben

Sels 1991). Congdon and van Loben Sels (1991) reported that weight increased

75.3 g annuaUy ktween ages 4 and 13years and juveniles grew an aveiage of

1.04 cm (CL) pet year hom 1 to 13 years. In contras$ juvenile Blanding's
M e s in Nova Scotia on average gained 54.94 g per year (Figure 7a) and grew

0.82 c m (CL)per year (Figure a).
By age 18 Michigan turties reached a plateau

of 1200 g which is 230 g to 431.5 g heavier than similas aged individuals in

Nova Scotia (McMaster 19%).

Although some indinduals in Michigan

continueci to grow (ca. 1.0 mm/ year) after reaching sexual maturity, semal
maturation coindded with a marked decrease in p w t h rate (Congdon and

van Loben Sels 1991); in Nova Scotia M e s in their-late tee- (17 years) have
similar growth rates (CL) as turtles aged 6 (Chapter l), and a plateau in growth
rate is not apparent by age 20 (Figures 7a and 7b).

My resuits suggest that this population has an extended juvenile stage
and that individuals madi senial mahuity much later than in other
populations (Table 9). While the ongoing mark-recapture programme has
conEirmed that turtles in Kejimkujik National Park are long Lived (Hennan

et al. 1995), and that their reproductive lifespan is long, there is no evidence

that their overall lifespan is longer than elsewhere. Thus, turtles in Nova
Scotia codd have a shorter reproductive litespan,

and hence a lower lifetime

reproductive potentid than tudes in other populations.

Despite insuffiCient information on inter-annuai clutch frequency, data

on annual and M e t h e reproductive potenoals support the contention that
reproduction is constrained in Nova Scotia. However, in the absence of

dietary analyses, and comparative data of habitat quality and microdllnate, it
is diffidt to attnbute the constraint to any environmental variable. Also, it is

unlücely that the effects of a single variable su& as temperature could be
measured in a wild population, for despite the recognized physiological

consequences of habitat seledion on the ecologicai performance and

demography of poikilothenns, the interactions between microclimate,
physiology, behaviour and performance are often subtle and indirect (Huey
1991). Although one could argue that temperatun dtimateb limits

reproductive potential by mediating appeüte, food acqyïsition and digestive
efficiency, which in hun influence dutch sue, ciutch fiequency and rates of

growth and maturation, it is important to recognize that the Muence of the
thermal microdimate on reproductive potential is indirect. Though
reproductive potential appears constrained, it cannot be conduded that
temperature is the limiting factor. This, however, does not preclude the
thermal dependence of reproduction.
Whereas reproductive potential describes the number of offkpring
(eggs) produced, reproductive success measures an individual's genetic

contribution to the next generation. Because measuring actual reproductive
success is diffidt and impractical in many circumstances, other population
parameters are considered suitable indices (Howard 1979). In vivi- and
oviviparous organisms reproductive success is estimated by the number of

offspring bom; in oviparous speaes, it is estimated by hatrhing success
(Howard 1979). L argue that for oviparous species that bury their eggs,

emergence from the nest cavity is andogous to 'birth' in vivi- and
oviviparous speaes. Hatchiing qaiity is also relevant because it influences
sunrivorship (Howivd 1979). Thus, hatdiing success, emergence success and

hatchling quality shouid be considerd when estimating reproductive success
in turties.

Power (1989) proposed that, in Nova Scotia, egg and hatchiing
survivorship are consttained by the cool dimate. However, the s m d sample

and short-tenn study detracted hrwn his argument. 1compileci data from
eariier sowes, with those coiiected daring my study (Chapter 1) to provide

suffiaent long-term data to generalize about reproductive success in this

population.

In Nova Scotia, Blanding's turtles sufk high levels of partial and
complete nest failure (Table 5, Table 9). Though the proportion of productive
nests in Nova Çcotia does not Mer front elsewhere, fewer nests have a 10%
hatch, and within productive nests, fewer eggs produced viable offkpring (i.e.

hatched or produced üve hatchlirigs) rabIes 5 and 9). Considering oniy
unhatched eggs and dead embryos, egg tailme in Nova Scotia ranges hom
17% to 58%;on average 3% of eggs fail due to causes other than predation

(Table 5). In addition to hatchiings that die prior to excavation (this study,

Morrison 1993, Power 1989), numerous üve hatchlings fail to emerge from
the nest. Were neonates physiologicaUy capable of withstanding terrestrial
hibernation, it is unlikely that hatdiüng remaining in the nest cavity would
s w i v e ice scouring and flooding over the winter (Chapter 2). That is, whiie
these successhilly hatch, their failun to emerge h m the nest prior to winter

nullifies theu contribution to reproductive success.

Induding hatched but unemerged hatchhgs as 'failed eggs' in
caiculations, overd egg failtue in Nova Scotia ranges fiom 29% to 87%;on
average 57%of eggs fail due to causes other than predation (TaHe 5). If the
effects of flooding are discounted (e.g. consider data trom 1994 and 1995 ody,

Table 5) egg faiture (again, including hatdiüngs that fail to emerge hom the

nest) is between 2% and 37%.In addition to high egg failure, hatEhling
characteristics which have not been reported from other populations, such as
scute deformities (Appendix E), large yok sacs and paralysis, indicate that

neonates in Nova Scotia are of poor qualïty. Thus, hatching and emergence
success in Nova Scotia are much lower than has ken reported from

elsewhere (?'abIe 5, Table 9), neonates appear to be of lower e t y , and postemergence swivorship may be lower than in other populations.

Why is reproductive succes low in Nova Scotia?
Gutzke and Padrard (1987) demonstrateci that temperature affects
hatching succes in BIanding's M e s . In some species, e g p incubateci at low

tempeahuw also pmduce hatchlings of

p

t

piiality (e.g. deformed,

edematous, lethargic, uncootdinated and with large residual yolk sacs), some
of which may be too weak to emerge b m the egg, let alone h m the nest

(Lewis-Winokur and Winokur 1995,Bobyn and Brooks 1994,Gutzke et d.

1987). One codd argue that hatchuig and emergence success and hatdiling

quality are reduced in Nova Scotia as a r d t of poor thermal conditions
experienced by developing embryos. However, the influence of other
variables must not be ignored.
For instance, egg viability may be low because of poor matemal
nutrition (Noble 1991, White 1991), infedity, the effects of disease and
pollution (Bobyn and Brooks 1994) or poor drainage at nest sites (Kraemer

and Bell lm);emergence success may be reduced because nesting substrates
in Nova Scotia are not as fine as elsewhere (Chapter 1)and hatdilings have

more diffidty digging in coarse (Figure 6) and compacted substrates (Chapter

1, Peters et al. 1994). Hatchlùig deformities may arise fiom hydric stress (Lynn
and Ulltich 1950) or as a consequence of pollution (Bobyn and Brooks 1994).
These interactions would obscure the direct effects of temperature. Regardless,

there are suffident data to examine temperature's direct Muences on
reproductive success, and to show that reproductive success is compromised

by Iow summer temperahmsFirst, though the n d g season is similn to thode reported £romother

populations (I'aMes 1 , 2 and 9), in Nova h t i a the peak in nesthg activity
occurs in the latter part of June(Figure2), about a week later than in odier

populations n'able 9). The variable onset and peak in ne~üngactivity between
years in Nova Scotia (Figure 2) is suggestive of an environmental response.

In snapping turües (Chrlydm serpentim) h m north-central Ontario, Obbard
and Brooks (1987) found that nesting was initiateci eadier when water was
warm in spring. Sirnilarly, in Illinois, Thon\hill(1982) f o n d that the omet of

nesting in red- eared M e s ( C h y s y s

-fa

elegans) inhabithg an

artifiaally wann lake (i.e. receiving heated effluent from a power-plant) was
earlier than in a nearby unheated lake. Congdon et al. ( l m )found that the

onset of nesting by Blanding's tui21es in Michigan was significantly related to

air temperatures in Aptil. Likely, the onset of nesting by Blandings turtles in

Nova Scotia is in response to spring temperahues; the late peak presumably
reflects the cooler climate.
Second, the incubation interval in Nova Scotia is between 10 and 20

days longer Uian in other populations oable 9). Incubation las& no less than
82 days, and m e n t l y lasts dose to 100 days (Tables 4 and 10) such that

hatchlings in Nova Scotia emerge in September and October (Table 5), if at all
(this study 19%, Morrison 1992). Blanding's turtle eggs are only moderately

affeded by the hydnc conditions during incubation (Packard et al. 1982), but
hatrhing success, incubation tirne, and hatchiing condition are affected by
temperature (Gutzke and Packad 1987). Although this relationship is not

linear, cooler incubation temperatures increase the time required br the
completion of embryonic development (Deeming and Ferguson 1991, Gutzke

and Packard 1987).
The late season and cool temperatutes in spring result in r~lativelylate
nesting for the rnajority of femaies in the Nova b ü a population. In tum,
late nesting shortens the intemal available for the compIetion of embtyonic

development increasing the likelüiood that iate stage embryos w i l l be expoded
to Iow, auhunn temperature. The consequences of this could be mested

development, embzyonic mortality (Bobyn and Brooks 1994), failure to hatch
because of lethargy (Lewis-Winohu and Winokur 1995), and / or failure to

emerge h m the nest because of thermal constraints on mobility (Bobyn and

Brooks 1994). Though the duration of incubation varies among years in Nova
Scotia cables 4,s and 10)eggs sometimes f d to hatch before late October
cable 10). The short season, late nestin~and the extended duration of

incubation have serious repercussions for reptductive success in this
population.
In an investigation of nest site selecüon in painted d e s (Chrysemys
picta), SchwarfZkopf and Brooks (1987) found that nest sites were warmer

than randomly chosen sites in the immecliate area. Rejecting the suggestion
that nest site s e l d o n is a means by whkh fernale turtles influence hatdiling
sex ratio13 m e n 1994,Vogt and Bull 19û2), at least in northern populations,

these authors argued that at high latitudes femaie M e s select sites that are

conduave to the successhil completion of embryonic development. Given
the high critical thermal minimum for successhil incubation of Blanding's
13 In many hutle species8Ududbg hyda'dca blandingaï, sex determination is controlied by
incubationtemperature during e m b y o ~ development.
c
Despite discrepanciesbetween d t s of
labontory and field studies such studies have amtributedgreatly to the understanding of M e
evolution and ecology @hmand Lang 1995, Lewis-W'iokur and Winokur 1995, Janzen1994,
secvan et ai. 1989, Schwartzkopf and Brooks 1%7# Buii 19%6, Schwartzkopf and Bcooks 1965,
Vogt and B d 1984, Vogt and Bull 1982, Bull and Vogt 1979). In Blanding's Mies f e d e s
develop at high temperatures (> JO OC ) and males are pduced at lower temperatures (c28
OC)(Gutzice and Packard 1987).
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turtle eggs (Gutzke and Packard 1987), and that the rate of incubation is
accelerated at highet t é m p t u e s (Gu&

and Packad 1987, Deeming and

Ferguson 1991), a site's thermal miQoclimate should d e & its suitab'ity for
nesüng (Hetman d al. mbmitted). My fïnding, that Blanding's t d e nest
sites were significantiy warmer than their p&ed sites in the non-nesting
section of the beach (n= 13 pairs, P( t r 1.356) 0.10) cable 8), supports this
contention.

Though my data do not suggest that themial cues direclly influence
nest site selection as has k e n suggested for eastem mud turtles (KUiostmn
subrubrum), Florida cooters (Pseudemys jlori&na)

(Bmdie et al. 19%). and

western painted hirtles (Janzen1994), and has been demonstrated in the

marine M e , Çmeffa m e f t a (Stonebumer and Richardson 1981), it is possible
that female turtles are able to detect thermal gradients by 'sand sniffing'
(Chapter 1)and resüng the throat on the substate (Mordson, pers. conmi.)

(Stonebumer and Richardson 1981). Were Blanding's turtles able to detect
thermal gradients and use them to evaluate a potential nest site, likely,
thermal properties wodd be only part of a suite of cues used to assess the
suitability of sites within beaches. 1propose this because of the length of t h e
gravid females devote to 'searching' (Chapter 1, Appendiw B) and the apparent
selection for slope (Figure 4) and aspect (Figure 5). As weii, though no pattern

of substrate selection is apparent h m analyses of superficial substrates

(Appendix F), nor h m sieving analyses (Figure6), substrates could ptevent
nesting in some mas that are otherwise 'suitable'. On a larger scale, females

may choose beaches based on their proximiîy to wam, sheltered coves with
exposed basking sites (Figures 3a, 3b, 3c), or the beach's accessibiîity and

proximity to the fernale's home range. Altematively, female Blanding's

turties may retum to their natal beach to nest as hss ken suggested for sea
turties (Cam 1986). Regardless of the rnechadm, in Nova Scotia,

Blanding's

turtles use relativeiy wann sites for nesting, and 1concur with H e m cf ril.

(submitted) that female nesting behaviout is influenced by thermal
microclimate.

The results of this study support the postuiates that Blartdings hiitle
reproduction is constrained in Nova Scotia relative to populations elsewhere,

and that temperatme is the primary factor Limiting reproduction, especidy
reproductive success (Herman et ui. 1995, Power 1989). The effects of the

thermal environment on incubation are weil documenteci in turtles, and
temperature is known to influence, arnong 0th- things, incubation t h e ,
metabolism, sex ratio, hatching success, size at hatchuig, and pst-hatching

growth, performance and sullvival (Lewis-Winokur and Winokur 1995, Rhen
and Lang 1995, Bobyn and B m k s 1994, Janzen1994,1993, Deeming and
Ferguson 1991, Seman ef al. 1989, Gutzke and Packard 1987, Gutzke et al.
1987, Buii 1985, Vogt and Bull 19û2f Bull and Vogt 1979, Ewert 1979, Yntema
1%8). Thermal environment also influences juvenile and addt growth rates,

hormonal and activity @es, appetite, digestive etfiaency, ciutch size and
clutch frequency (Avery et al. 1993, Noble 1991, Congdon 1-9, Hammond et

al. 1988, Obbard and Brooks 1987, Ewert 1985, Ganzhom and Light 19û3, Ho et
al. 1982, Thomhill 1S2, Parnienter 1980). Numemus authors have proposed
that the northern distribution of many turtle species is limited by the

cumulative effects of short growing season and low temperature on
reproduction and recruitment (Bobyn and Brooks 1994, Gutzke and Packard
1987, Allard 1935). It appears that the distribution of Blanding's hutles in

Nova Scotia is similarly restncted, as was suggested by Bleakney (1958).

Conclusions
Thmughout thk thesis 1have repeated the assertion that Mdlife

managers need a p a t e r understanding of the ecology of Bhding's turties in
Nova Scotia if the recovery of this thnateneci population is to be successful.
Ab of yet, I have only used this daim to justify the research, and have not

suggested how the results might be put to use. In this last section, 1briefly
summarke some of the practical applications of my work
First, L feel the nest screenuig programme should be continueci, at least

until we have a better understanding of predation pressure on eggs, and 1

suggest incorporating additional practices into the headstarting programme.
Incubatirtg some eggs under contmiled laboatory conditions wodd eliminate
the risk of flooding, and would facilitate the enhancement of the incubation
environment Incubation time, hatching success and hatchiing qualit. could
then be optimized, and if deemed necessary, hatchling sex ratio could be

manipulated. Also, rearing hatchlings over winter in captivity and releasing

them in the s p ~ would
g
be beneficial; such a programme would mitigate
the e f k t s of

predation of hatchlings, and if sexual maturation is related to

juvenile growth rate, recniitment rates couid be inaeased.

Second, nesting beaches and the nirrounding terrestrial habitat must be
protected against development and habitat fragmentation. Within

Kejimkujik National Park, human access to important nesting centres such as
Glode Island and Heber Meadow beadies should be regdated. Specifically,
disturbance must be minimized dwing the nesting season and during

hatchiing emergence.
Finally, though the focus of this project has been the Blanding's hutle
population of Nova Scotia, the resuits are broadly applicable to other

populations, and to 0th- beshwater turtle ope&

Future research should

indude rates of hatdiing success and hafchling emergence in discussions of

reproductive success and Lin histories. Attempb should be made to iden*
critical features and locations of hatciiling hiimacula, patficuiarly for

heshwater turtîes that 'typicaily' nest inland. Post-emergence orientation

mechanisms and neonatai behaviour are poorly understood for kshwater
turtles and their study has been neglectd If hatchüng bhwater turtles use

similar orientation medwisms as marine spedes, what are the impacts of

using inland sites (e-g*roadsides)? What contribution do these nests make to
reproductive success? Do hatchlings becorne disonented by topography,
vegetation or the la& of open water? Are eggs exposed to extremes in
temperature that might d u c e hatching success or hadiling quaiity? Are the
eggs more prone to desiccation? Does substrate compactness discourage

hatchiing emergence? What impact does road saiting have on ovemrintering
success for neonates hibernakg in madside nests, and for turtles that

hibernate in nearby fiooded habitat? aeady, there are many questions that
remain to be awwered. While M e s have proven ideal mode1 organisms for

teshg M e history theoties, in future, reseafchers should endeavour to
address questions with greater practical reievance for conservation.
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Table 1. Historical records of BIandings t u d e nesting acüvity in
Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia.
Year

Date neeting was obsemed

Source

June 30

Bleakney 1963

June 20

Bleakney 1976

June8 - 24

Dobson 1970, in Power 1989

June8 (1970) -July2 (lm)

Thexton and Mallet 1979

June 14

Park records

June20 - 26

Patk records

June 26

Park records

June 22

Park records

June 24

Park records

June19 - 24

Power 1989

June15 - 24

Power 1989

June 14

Morrison 1992

June17- July 2

Morrison 1993

June 11% 25

This study

June 16 - 29

This study

June 12 - Jdy 5

This study

* Nest found after predation

Table 2. Peak of nesting activity (completed nests) for Blanding's turtles in
Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia.
Year

DY

Source

June 19

Power 1989

June 15

Power 1989

June 20

Morrison 1992

June 27

Morrison 1993

June 18

This study

June 25

This study

June24 - 27

This study

Table 3a. Blanding's turtles positiveiy identified nesting in three
consecutive years 1994.1995 and 19% in Kejimkiqik National

Park, Nova Scotia. Absolute dut& size (a=) was determined
during oviposition by counting deposited eggs; otherwise clutch
size was estimateci during nesting (eCSn)or from hatdiing and

excavation records (eCSh).

Female

auach size

Year
aCS

Location

eCSn eCSh
Atkin's
Atkin's
Atkin's

0
0
0

Atkin's
Atkin's

0
0
0

Atkin's

Heber 0
Heber 0
Heber (II)

Glode Is.
Glode Is.
G l d e Is.
J-Line Road
J - b e Road
J-Line Road

J-üne Road
J - h e Road
J-Line Road
Heber (II)
Heber ('II)
Heber (III)

Glode 1s.
Glode Is.
Glode 1s.
Glode Is.
Glode Is.
Glde 1s.

Table 3b. Blanding's W
e
s positively identifid nesting in two of three

years between 1994 and 19% in Kepmiaipk National Park, Nova
Scotia. Absolute clutch size (aCS) was determined duiing

oviposition by counting deposited eggs; othenvise clutch size

was estimateci duMg nesting (eCSn) or £rom hatching and
excavation records ( a h ) . One nest (*) was left to overwinter

and was destroyed by ice action; dut& size was not determined.

Female

Yeu

Location

G i d e 1s.
Atkin's 0

Heber (II)
Heber (II)
Atkin's (I)
Heber
Atkin's (I)
Atkin's (I)

Atkin's 0
Atkin's' 0
Atkin's (I)
Atkin's (I)

Table 3c. Blanding's W e s pitively identifid nesting once between
1994 and 19% in Kejimkqik National Park, Nova Scotia.
Absolute dut& size ( a s ) was determined during oviposition by

counting deposited eggs; othenvise clutch size was estimated

during nesüng (eCSn) or ftom hatching and excavation records

(eCSh).One nest C)was Ieft to ovenvinter and was destroyed by
ice adion; clutch size was not d e t e h e d . Clutch size for one

nest (-) was estimated &et predation.

Femde

Clutch size

Yeu
aCS

Location

eCSn eCSh

0

Eelweir Road

0-3a

Glode Is.

lm

Peter Point

2,lo-2

Heber (ïI)

510.8

Atkin's (I)

2J0.9

Heber (II)

3&3P

Glode Is.

8-1,lO

Glode is.

s-1s

Atkin's (LI)

l0p-2

Glode 1s.

Zorn

Glode 1s.

10p19

Glode Is.

l1*2

Glode 1s.

Unknown

Atkin's (I)

Unknown

Atkin's (II)

Table 4. Incubation interval (days) for Blanding's turtle eggs in nahiral nests in
Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia.

@El
mean
range
n, SD

GE2
mean
range
n, SD

a43
mean
range
n, SD
041Days elapsed from oviposition to emergence of first hatchling.
0 4 2 Days elapsed from oviposition to excavation of iive hatchllngs.

O-E3 Days elapsed from oviposition to first signs of pipping.
n = no. of nests. *may have emerged on day 127 (Morrison,pers. comm.)

Table S. Reproductive rwords fbr Bianding's hntles mNova S d h

Non viable

*/

productiveIlest

OveCaIl cge fiaillm
Guses other thrn predation

r / botal)
C + live excavatd / total)

Table 6. Hatchling Blanding's M

e orientation with respect to water

nearest the nest (release point). Data coilected h m a w i M

population in Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia. Analyses
indude first day travel O*.

Nests with mean vector length (r) z

0.6 are considered to have directeci movement; nests with (r) z
0.6 and having a mean vector angle (CO)s 250 of water nearest the

nest are considered to have directeci movement toward water.

Although 42 hatchllligs were trailed in 1994, only 41 t r d s were
suitable for analysis; similady, while 36 hatdilings were trailed
in 1995, only 28 trails were suitable for analysis.

Table 7. Range (A) as a m e a m of dispersion in daily travel
orientation (II>") of individual hatchüng Blanding's turtles in
Nova Scotia. Individuals are conside~dta have followed a
consistent bearing among days when

s 2250.

Table 10. Historical records of incubation intervals for Blanding's turtle eggs in
natural nests in Kejimkujik National Park. Incubation time was determined once
per nest; it is the interval in days between oviposition and the natural (unaided)

emergence of the first hatchling from the nest.

Incubation
time i&yd

No.
nests

First
Last live
emergence excavation

Source

Bleakney 1963.
Weller 1971-72 a.
Thexton
Mallet 1977 79,
Deydale 1983.

Sept. 27

"-

Sept. 30

Sept. 25
Oct*1
Sept. 11

Year

-

Ott* 20
Nov. 4

9
-

Oct. 21

Sept. 11
Sept. 6
Sept. 11
Oct. 2

W.
4
Oct. 17
Oct.6 d
Oct. 16

Power 1989.
Power 1989.
Morrison 1992.
Morrison 1993.

This study.
This study.
This study.

a as dted in Power 1989; b In Momson 1992, no emergence had occured by Oct. 20 (dey 118) so nesb were excavated and ineubated
indooy c Discrepency in data reported so minimum incubation time may have been 83 or 85 daye; dThis is the lost dey on which
live hatchiings were excavated h m nests, however, the last naturd emergence accured on Octoôer 25,1995, and is the latest recordeci
naturd emergence of hatding Blanding's turtles in this population.

Fi-

1. Updated Blanding's tude (Eqdaideia blindingii)

distribution rnap; reproduced with permission from Herman et
al. (submitted). Most historical records are after McCoy (1973)

(dosed symboIs). C'ides apresent extant populations, and stars

and triangles represent fossil and archeaological W .Numbers
for citations of updated information= 1 Maine (Graham et al.
1987, Graham and Doyle 1973);2 Massachusetts (Graham 1986);3

New York (Petokas and Alexander 1%1,1978); 4 Ontario (WelLer

and Oldham 1988, Petokas and Alexander 1980); 5 Wisconsin

(Coduan and Lyons 1986); 6 Minnesota (Olson 1987,Ernst 1973);
7Mississippi (Jacksonand Kaye 1974); 8 Nebraska (Hutchison
1981).Archeological records have been found in western

Missouri (not marked) (vanDevender and King 1975)9 Maine

(Speiss and Sobolik 1997,French 1986)and 10 Ontario (Bleakney
1958b). Most reports of this species in Quebec are nom Parc de la
Gatineau and surrounding area and in La Rivihre du Nord

between Carillon and Lachute (Matte 1989, Cimon 1986,

McMurray 1984, Melangon 1950).The species has k e n extirpated

from Rhode Island (Herman et ai. submitted)and from
Connecticut (Kleemns 1993).The most recent range extension

was a report from Wayne Co.,Indiana (Iverson 19%). Recent

efforts in Nova Scotia have located previously unidentifid
concentrations of Blanding's turtle outside Kejimkujik National

Park, but the population's range stül appears centred in the
southwestern interior (Herman, pers. comm.).

Figure 2 Blanding's hirtle nesting frecpenaes for thiee consecutive
years in Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia. Each point
(doseà M e s , dosed triangles, and open diamonds) represents

one pmtected nest. The open triangle represents a nest

discovered shortly d e r oviposition, but the female was not
observed nesting. The open W e reptesents a nest discovered
after predation. The asteri* and cross represent sightings of

individual females engaged in nesting activities, although no
nests were located.

Figure 3a. Water temperahue m e d in the sheltered cove behind
A t W s beach, and in nearby A W s bmok Temperature was

recordeci at 10 cm depth at regular intervals with an automated
thermistor.

Figure 3b. Water temperature measwed in the sheltered cove adjacent
to Heber Meadow beach, and Heber Meadow brook. Temperature
was recordeci at 10 a n depth at regular intemals with an

automated thermistor.
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Figure 3c. Watet temperature measured in the sheltered cove behind
Peter Point (II)beach, and in the lake adjacent the nesting beadt.
Tempe-

was recordecl at 10 cm depth at replat intervals

with an automated thermistor. Aithough the water is not
warmer in the cove, the e x p d log is often used for basking

and could make the site more attractive to gravid turtles. The
female Blanding's W e s observed in this cove amived a few
days before oviposition, and rehuned to th& summer home

range shortly thereafter.
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F i g e 4. Frequency distribution of nest slopes (de-)

for 31

Blanding's W e nests constnicted in Kejîdcujik National Park,
Nova Scotia between 1994 and 1996.
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Fi-

5. Aspect of Blanding's turtle ne&

in Kejimkujik National Park,

Nova Scotia. The nori-random distriiution (Rayleigh test) shows

that fernales use southwestern aspects significantly more often
than slopes facing in other directions (Magnetic North).

Figure 6. The range of grain sizes (% of individual sample weight) of 16

Blanding's turtle nests in Nova Scotia. Data are from sieving
analyses and illustrate the variety of substrates used by this
population

Figure 7r.Relationship between age estimates and body size (weight) in
s e d y immature Blanding's M e s (Emydoidsa bhdingii) in

Nova Scotia, Canada. Data adapted b m McMaster (1996)(open
&des)

and this study (dosed cides). Age was estimateclby

counting the g~owthrings visible on the scutes; it is assumed
that a single annulus is depobited per year in young W e s - Age

estimates are considered consemative and may underestimate
age. Congdon and van Loben Sels (1991)reported that juvenile

Blanding's M e s in Michigan (ages 4 - 13)increased an average
of 75.3 g per yeat, and that between 16 and 18years, appmached a

plateau of 1200 g (broken iine). Although hatdiüngs are of
simüar size in Nova Scotia and Michigan, juvenile growth in
Nova Scotia appears relatively slow.
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Fi-

7b. Relationship between age estimates and body size (carapace

length (CL))in s e d y immature Blanding's tuctles,Emydoidm
blandr'ngii in Nova Satia, Canada. Data adapted from McMaster

(19%) (open circies) and this study (closed circles). Age was
determuied by counting the p w t h rings visible on the scutes; it

is assumed that a single annulus is d e t e d per year in young
turtles. Age estimates are considered conservative, and may

underestimate age. Congdon and van Loben Sels (1991)reported

-

that juveniie Blandings M e s in Michigan (ages 1 13 years)
grew an average of 1.04 cm per yeat (CL)and that the rate of

increase tapered around age 16. In Nova Scotia turtles grow 0.82
cm / year and older twtles (ca. 17years (1995)showed similar

growth rates as younger turtles (a.
6 years)).
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estimate based on growth ring counts
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Figure 8. Body size - dut& size relationship in Blanding's turtles in
Nova Scotia. The relationship between adult fernaie body size
(PL) and clutch size (m;ucimum absalute clutch size produced by

an individual between 1994 and 19%) is not significant (p 0.05)
in this population=Correiation coefficient (r) = 0.46; n = 15, line
equation: (Y = -7.7 + 0.92 X). The open a r d e represents identical

body size me-

foc two individu*.

Figure 9a. Early post-emergence trails of two Blanding's turtle neonates
fkom nest 9(94). Nest was located a short distance open h m
water on the Heber Meadow Beach O. Between the nest and

open water the cobble beach is vegetated with reeds as indicated
on map. A short distance northeast of the nest is the upper
beach margin which is vegetated with trees and huckleberry.

Nestmates were released on the same day and were followed for
a single day only. Hatchlings were dUected towaid nearest water,

but neither hatchluig actually entered it.

Fi-

9b. Early post-emergence ttails of eight Bland-s

hvtle

neonates released h m nest 2(94). Nest was located on the grave1

shoulder of the one of the Park's main rads, about 150 m
statheast of a small roadside marsh Nestmates were released on

the same day and were trailed for a maximum of 4 days. On the
b t day hatdiling movement was directecl, although not toward

water; instead rnost hatchlings move down the dope to spend
their first night near the vegetated edge (white pine). On

subsequent days hatchlings showed no tendency to follow one
another, slope, or a fixed compass bearing, nor was there a

tendency to seek cover. Hatchlings frqently aossed and
waiked almg the road (broken trails marked with arrows).
Hatchiings trailed from a roadside nest in 1995 showed similar
patterns, and some even seemed to fall asleep on the road.

Figure 9c Eady pt-emergenœ haüs of eight Blanding's turtle
neonates £rom nest l(94). Nest (closed square) was located a short
distance open fmm water on the eastem beach of Glode Island;

most Blanding's M

e nesting on the island anirs on the

western beach. The cobble beach is sparsely vegetated with
patches of cranberry and sweetgale not indicated on map.

Nestmates were released on the same d q . Open c i d e s represent
ovemight forms used by hatdiüngs. Hatchlings showed no

propensity to follow one anothet, topography or a consistent
compas bearing within or among days; thqr did not orient
thernseives with respect to vegetation, water or any other beach
feature, and there is evidence of water avoidance.
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Figure 9d. Eady podt-emefgenœ trails of seven Blanding's hutle
neonates reieased from nest 2(95). Hatchüngs were trailed for a

nmimum of 11 days (ovemight forms are not marked on map).
The nest (ciosed &de) was located 11.4 m h m water on Peter
Point beach (II). Hatdiüng movement on the first day after

release was not directed, and water avoidance is obvious in some
cases. The shallow cove is the same one used by gravid fernales

dwing the wsting season (Chapter 1, Figure 3c).

F i g u e 9e. Eady post-emergence trails of six Blanding's turtle neonates
released h m n e t 12(95). The nest (ciosed square) was located

15.6 m from water on Atkin's beach 0.Four hatchlings exhibited
directecl movement towards nearest water on the tVst day.

Overail, their t r d s covered large sections of the beach, and one

hatchüng from this site reoriented d e r readùng water and went
into the vegetation (tail not shown). One hatchlùig (open
square) remained stationary for several days concealed between

cobble.

Figure 9f. Early pt-emergence traih of seven Blanding's hirtle
neonates released h m nest lo(94). The nest (closed M e ) was

located on Atkin's beach 0.
Hatchlings exhibited no directecl
movement on the first day (multiple day trails are not

distinguishable because locations of ovemight forms have not
been marked on this map).

Figure 9g. Early post-emergenœ trails of two Bianding's turtle neonates
d e d from nest lO(95). The nest (cibsed cide) was lacated on

Heber Meadow beach(LI). Hatchüngs exhiited dllected
movement towards water on the first day, but one hatdiling that
entered water on the fitst day, spent its nrst night e w e d on the

beach.

Fi-

10a. Movement in relation to neanst water to the nest of

40 Blandings turtle hatchlings in 1994. Each point on the
unit c i d e npresents the angle (9)(azimuth from Magnetic

North) of the resultant vector (R) of each hatchling's Lint

day trajectory which has been wnverted to the new polar

angle (v') (azimuth in relation to water) such that the
direction to nearest water is standaràïzed among nests. The
arrow is the mean vector (m')of the sample; its length (r') is
0.234 and angle (+') is 64.70 dodcww h m water. At

significance Ievel a = 0.05, the n d hypothesis is accepted,
that is, initial movement is random with respect to nearest
water.

WATER

Figure lob. Movement in relation to nearest water to the nest of
2û Blanding's M e hatchlings in 1995. Each point on the
unit chde represents the angle (9)(azimuth from Magnetic

North) of the resultant vector (R) of each hatchluigs fira

day trajectory which has been converted to the new polar
angie (4)(azimuth in relation to water) su& that the

direction to nearest water is standcvdized among nests. The
arrow is the mean vector (mf)of the sample; its Iength (r') is
0.168 and angle (4') is 2 . 9 do&+&

h m water. At

signiticance level a = 0.05, the n d hypothesk is accepte4

that is, initial movement is random with respect to nearest
water.

WATER

Figure ila. Caiculation of minimum threshold for deveIopment of

Blanding's tuttle eggs for use in caldating cumulative heat
units at nest sites. Data h m Gutzke and Packami (1987)and
Ewert (1979). The thteshoId is determined by the intersection of

the regression h e with the x-&;

in this case it b 140C Note

however that the threshold temperature is used only for the

caldation of heat uni& and is not considerd to have any

biological relevance.

Figure llb. An example of cumulative heat unit (HU) data h m a nest-

dummy nest pair. Cumulative heat uni& are an easy means of
comparing thermal pmperties of different sites over t h e .
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Appendix A Body sW and clutch she for adult fernale Blanding's
W
e
s observeci nesting in Nova Scotia between 1994 and 19%.

There is no signifiant miatiomhip between body size (PL) and
clutch size (aCS -)

in this population.

Eernale

Date

CL

CW

PL

PW

Weight nuxkCS

CL

CW

PL

PW

Weight

Notch
&1,10
8,&9

0-1
3+3,4

10-2
&1,8
2,%2

G1,3
9-3,11
1-2
040
2,9-1,O
7,744
9,&1l
&3,8
8-1,s
8,O-3

n
swn

mean
STD

Max
Min

18

18

18
18
16
372.01 253.51 357.38 197.00 18252
20.67 1 4 19.85 10.94 1140.74
0.91 0.66 0-99 0.50 175.11
22.3
15.1 21.8
11.7
1425
18.9
128
17.7
9.9
900

CorreIatiom PL and max kCS

accept Ho. No signifiant relationship between body size and dut& size.

CL:carapace lengtfi; CW:carapace width
PL: p~astroniengtk PW:plastron Adth

Appendix B. Nesting Seqtlences of Blanding's turtles in Nova Scotia.

.

Nest Date nest was Tirne female
ID # cornpieteci first observed

Time nest
construction

Time egg
laying
started

Time egg
iaying
ended

Time nest
b Wh!
ended

4140
2150

2340

2355

0030

2038
2130

2235
2216

2130

2301

1

started

'

4
5

WJm-94
28-Jw-94

6

18-Ju~-94

7
8
9

18-Ju~-94

10
11

12
13
1

14
15
16
17

2140

18-Ju~-94
19-Ju-94
20-JW-94

2122

20-Jun-94
22-Jun-94
22-Ju~-94
23-Jun-94
23-Jun-94

2120
2330

2159
2123
2142
2335

23-Jun-94
25-]un-94

2330

4226
4223
2122
2154
2130
2159
, First seen while burying nest

2301

2229
2311
2133

2358
2250

2246
2236

2330
2307

2216
2250

2331
222P

A2242

2235

2140

2157
2200

I

2340
2320

I

NB ,but incorrect. Data book record: 2221 is correct

2230
2242

Time nest
construction

Nest Date nest wae Time f e d e
ID # completed first observed

Time nest
buiYin€i
ended

started

Time egg
laying
started

Time egg
iaying
ended
2101
2120

2130

2010

2048
2105

2210
2345
2353

2145
2214
O005
0007
2112

2205
2340

I

1
' 2
3
4
r

5
6
7

'

8

9
10

'

1bJun-95
17-Jw-95
lû-Jun-95
19-Jw-95
19-Ju~-95
20-]un-95
22-Ju~-95
23-Ju-95
24J~n-95

24-Ju-95

13

25J~1t-95
25-Jwi-95
25-Jun-95

14
15
16

26-Jun-95
29-Jun-95
29-Jun-95

11
12

2030
2017
2130
2008

2145
2015
2100
2145
1905
2130

2030
2055

I

2112

4045

2300
2101
2215

2130

2025

1952
1929
2025

2027

2027

1941

2134
2215
2326

2114
2225

J.l

..

3

0202
2230

0039
2207
2314

?

I

1

1

7

1

2350

.

2130

.

est Date nest was Time kmale
,

first obsewed

completed

ID #

Time nest

Time egg
laying
ended

Time egg
laying
started

construction
started

Time nest
bvh!5
ended

m

'

29-Jung% Female not observed. Nest uncovered with C. picfa nest; E. blandingii nest ca. 24 his old.
2030
29-Jun-%
2135
2330
117
1955
235350
30-Jun-%
'
$Jd-%
Nest not bund at excavation. Female was recorded nesting in bomow pit.
4118
2236
4134
5-Jd-%
2118

18
19
20

21
22
I

1

I

I

I

1

I

1

I

J

I

Appendix C Qutch size and hatchïng succes for Blanding's M e s in
Nova Scotia.

Nest
1994

aCS

eCSh

Hatchiings
emerged

% aCS
emerged

Live
excavated

%acs

live exc.

Dead
%aCS Unhatched
%aCS
excavated dead exc.
eggs
unhatched

1

2

a%
a%

3

m

Q%

1

9%

2%

1

9%

096

0%

w

43%

4

3
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096
1
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0%
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8%

0%
0%

w

0%
1
77%
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No eggs or hatchlings bund; assume productive, but exclude from n accaunted for.
2
3
Overwintered, No excavation data available.
Overwintered, No excavation data available,
58%

5

w

42%

rn

7

lm

29 eggs failed (ix, unhatched or dead excavation) in 13productive nests: mean=2,2eggs fail/productive nest
Productive nesk produced at least one live hatchling,

FaiId or unpducüve nest, No live haîchlinga produced.
Nest excluded h m analysis of production.

aCS: absolute clutch she detennind at n d n 8

eCSh:Clutch si= estimated h m
hatching and excavation data
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eCSh Hatchlings
emerged
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excavateù
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live exc,
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dead exc,
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1

9

2
3
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4
5
6

15

7
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8
9
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14
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UNK
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9
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8

o4b

2

5
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(&
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4

9
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lm

3
6
2

1
m
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1
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0%

9
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12 719 hatched d i 4 by Der!25

y-
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No
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11

1-

Yea

n%

2

29%

Wly

8

67%

7

78%

8
4
2

5

8
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11
7

9
4
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m
w
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1

1(died 1/ 2 emerged)

9
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m

a%

Yea

33%
22%
1

No
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No

2
9
4
2

10%
la&
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20%
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10

1oq6

Yea

Yes

UNK Pemale seen, but nest not located at excavation, Rormw pit.
10

Notpmtected.
1
No
One hatchling diecovered wandering on beach, likely from nest 23,
1
Zû eggs failed (Le. unhatched or dead excavation)in 11productive neste: mean=l,8eggs fail/produdve nest
aCS: ibaoluke clutch dze d e t d n e d at n d q
Productive nest: produced at least one live hatchling,
P
&Sh: Clutch size estimated from
P
Failed or unproductive nest, No live hatchlings produced.
hatching and excavation data
Nest exduded from analysis of p ~ u c t i o n ,
E
* f l d e d nest was excavated and incubated indoors.
3t
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Appendir D. Hatdiluig notching system. Adapted b m Stanàing ef al.
(1995). This system is used to identih/ neonates to their nest of

origin and their mother. It is a semi-permanent means of
identification; as turtles grow the notches become less visible. At
around 6 cm (carapace length) the t d e is given a unique notdi
code according to the addt notehing sytem after Power (1989).

Notches are made in the marginal scutes of the carapace with

nail clippers. Anterior scutes of the carapace encode the nest of

origin (see Chapter 1) (i.e. add the notches). Posterior scutes
encode the year of oviposition which is also the year of hatchling
emergence. Hatchlings are given a maximum of three notches.

The hatchiing in this example emerged in 1994 from nest 9 (e.g.
notches 2 + 7) (or nest 9(94)).

Appendix E Developmentd abnormalities observed in neonate
Blanding's turtles in Nova Scotia

Appendix P. Photographie analysis of nesting substrates. Blanding's
M e s in Nova Scotia nest in coarse materiai dative to

populations eisewhere, but the varÎety of substrates in which
these t u d e s dig, and s u c c e s s complete
~
ne&

does not

suggest that surface substrates ate used by fernales as cues in
determining the suitability of a site. The k t two photographs

(page 158)are sites in which turties were diggïng, but did not

complete nets; allother photos are d a c e s of achiai n e t sites

throughout Kejimkujik National Park, Nova Scotia. The area
within the square frame is 50 c d .

Blandings t d e (Eqdoidm bkndingii) is a North American, ftesh

water species with a range centered south of the Great Lakes (Herman et al.,
1995). Isolated populations occur outride the main range in Wisconsin (Ross,
1989), Massachusetts (8utler and Graham, 1995). Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New York and Nova Scotia (Hermanet ai., 1995). The species is considered
tiueatened in Nova Çcatia (Heiman et al., 1995) and reœnt research is king

applied to the development of conservation strategies appropriate for this

population (Hemian et al, submitted).
Like many hirtles, Blmding's turtles are long-lived (Brecke and
Moriarty, 1989; Congdon and van Loben Sels, 1993; Herman et id., 1995), have
delayed senial maturation (McMaster, 1996; Congdon et al., 1993; Petokas,
1986), and are nilnerable to increases in j u v d e and adult mortality
(Congdon et ai., 1993; Iverson, 1991). The s d t y of sexually immature M e s
in the Nova Scotia population, and the Iow reauitment into its breeding

population (Hermanet al., 1995) have lead to the implementation of a
headstatting programme (Hertnan et ai., submitted).
To date, most 'headstatting' in this population consists of nest
protection, although an eqrimental evaluation of the captive rearing and

release of 'headstarted hatchlings' is cutrently underway. Since the objective
of hatdiling headstarting programmes is to raise neonates to a size

sufficiently large to reduce theV vuinerability to depredation, the
identification of predator species is auciai. Such information will hdp

managers detetmine the minimum size requirements necessary foc an
effective headstarong programme. We report observations on the

depredation of neonate Blanding's turtles (Emydoiidaa bhndingiii) by shortt d e d shrews (Blarimz b r h u d a ) in Kepmkujik National Park, Nova Scotia,
Canada.
Mrthods and Resulfs.

- Data were coUected in 1994 and 1995 during a

study of the eariy pst-emergence behaviour of neonates in this population

(Standing et al., in press). Detailed descriptions of the study site are available
elsewhere (Standing et al., in press; McNei1819%; McMaster, 19%; He-

et

al., 1995; Power et al., 1994; Power, 1989).
DuNig the nesting season oune and July)of 1994 and 1995,23 k s N y

laid Blanding's tirrtle nests were protected against d e p r e d a k Each n e t was
covered with a 50 cm? raised b o x - h e screened with one inch hardware

doth. These saeened boxes effectively guatded agautst depredation of eggs,
and served as pens for emergent hatddings. Hatchling emergence was mostly
asynduonous (ocauring over several days), occuming Uuoughout September

and October. Hatchlings emerged dwing the day and were diumaiiy active.
Upon emergence, numerous hatchlings were measured, weighed, powdered
with tracking-pigment, and ttadced h m 1 to 11 days (Standing et al., in

press). Most hatchiings were released on the day of emergence, although
some hatchlings spent their b t night in the enclosures.
After release, hatchlings useâ terrestrial and aquatic forms (sleeping
and resting sites) both during the day, and overnight. UsuaiIy, while in

terrestriai forms, neonates were weii concealed beneath vegetation and mots,

or between beach cobble; sometimes, hatchiings remaineci on the beach
ovemight, completely exposed (Standing, 1997; Standing et al., inpress;

McNeil, 19%).
In 1994, five hatchüngs b m two nesoi were found dead at the end of
their trails. Four of these were nestmates and weze found dead near the nest
box duiing the day shottly after theu release. At the time of the&release,

these hatchlings were severely bitten by a*;

since the corpses were intact8

presumably, these died h m ant bites; they were later scavenged by
unidentified animais. A aifth hatchlins from the second nest, was released at
1322 hrs on Sept 25, and was depredated at night (m. 2200 hrs) s h o w after

having been loeated alive at the end of its traiL Although no carcass was
found, we heard the predator emerge from nearby shrubbery, and concluded
that, in Ulis instance, the hiitle was depredated by a medium-sized mammai,

possibly a raccoom While in the screened-endosures, four additional,
unpowdered hatdilings h m t h e nests were depredated; two others had

signs of attempted depredation (Le. superfisai bites taken from their shells),
but survived.

In 1995, eWcerated carcasses of four hatchüngs were found at, or near
the end of their trails on Sept 19,2223 and 2S, respectively. These hatchlings

had been nestmates, and were within 20 m of the nest site at the time of

depredation; depredation occurred up to 6 days after release. Three addîtional,
unpowdered hatchlings from this nest were depredated from under the
protective SQeen on Sept. 19,20 and 23. On Sept. 19, after having found one

eviscerated cotpse in the enclosure, observers interrupted the predator while
it ate one of the released, powdered hatchüngs (a.
2040 hrs). h handling this

hatchljng the predator was c o v e d in pigment, and its trail was followed for

a short distance. Footprints were discemible,

and were identifieci as those of

the short-tailed shrew (B. 6reoicauda).

The most prevalent style of mutilation was evisceration. TypicaUy, a
section of the plastron was removed (eaten) beguuiing at the axillary scutes,

proceeding medially to the midline suture of the abdominal scute, and

dorsally to the inguinal region. Otherwise, a central disk radiating h m the
umbilical region was removed. Hatchling were &O eviscerated through the
carapace. Either a circuiar area centered on the suture between the second and

third vertebral scutes and extending Laterally to the middle of adjoining costal
scutes was removed, or a crexent extendhg mediaUy fiom the axillary and

inguinal regions was removed. Two hatchlings were decapitated, and one

that had been eviscerated through the plastron aiso had had the skin and foot
removed from its left hind leg. Those hatchlings that surviveci attempted
depredation had bites taken from the marginal scutes 5,6 and 7 ( d e r
Pritchard, 1979), and £romthe carapace.
Discussion. - Turtles, induding Blanding's M e , have been

characterized as having a Type III swivorship m

e in which the rate of

mortality is inversely related to age (Ive~on,1991). Presumably, this resdts
from intense depredation on eariy

M e stages, partidariy of eggs averson,

1991).In fa&, numemus authors have attnbuted high clutch failure in
freshwater turtles (Chelydra s q e n t i m , Chysemys picta, Clemmys insculpta ,
Emydoidm blandingii, Kimstcnion jimescens) to depredation by raccoons

(Pracyon lotm), skunks (Mephitis mephitis), foxes (Vulpes film and Urocyon
cinereoargenteus), badgers (Taxidea taxus), hognose snakes (Heterodon
nasicus), rodents, and small, unidentified mammals (Herman et al., 1995;
Brooks et ai., 1992; Iverson, 1989; Ross and Anderson, 1990; Petokas, 1%;

Power, 1989; Congdon et ai.,

lm).Whik mst sawning progmnmes such as

that implemented in Nova Scotia improve clutch suntival, these
programmes are insuffiCient consenration measutes (Heppell et al, 19%).

Tiueatened populations would benefit from the protection of seniaiiy
immature turtles in the wild, and the headstarting of hatchüngs (Heppeu et

ai, 19%; Ive~on,1991).
It is widely accepted that, in addition to eggs, small turtles are mely
most vulnerable to depredation pressure. Since this is the underlying premise
of headstarting programmes (HeppeU, 19%), the design of effective

management strategies requires a thorough knowledge of causes of mortality
in small size classes.

Our evidence suggests that the short-tailed shrew (B. brmfcauda) should be
added to the growing list of predators of small freshwater turtles. To date,
conhned predators uidude gulls (Lnusspp.), aows (bnnrs spp.) raccoons

(Procyon lotor), builErop (Ram catesbcYina) (Lefevre and Brooks, 1995), water
snakes (Nerodia sp.) (Janzen et al., 1992), coyotes (Canis htnins) (Minckley,

1%6), and larger turtles (Sloan et al., 1996);putative predators indude dogs,
cab, toads, bears (Ehrenfeld, 1979), squirrels (McNeiI, pers. comm.), mink,

otter, waduig birds, and large, predatory fïsh (Congdon et al., 1992).
Short-tailed shrews (B. breviuzuda) are common Uitoughout Nova
Scotia. They are opportunistic predators that primarily feed on invertebrates,
though they have been known to catch and eat s m d lizards and mammals
(Chuchfield, 1990), and it is not unreasonable to suspect them of being able to

eat small, hatdiling Blanding's turties, especially since the sheils of neonate
M e s are not

heavily calcifieci. Though the foraging of B. brezticRuda tends

to be undirecteci, shrews will return to a concentration of prey unül the

supply is exhausteci (Chutchfield, 1980); this would explain the apparent
exploitation of individual nests in our shidy. In addition to the style of
mutilation, and the observed footprints, other evidence suggestive of shrews
is that they are s m d enough to fit t b u g h one inch hardware doth; that is,
without disturbing or digging beneath the screened-boxes, shrews couid have

accomplished the observed depredation of hatchhg in the enclosures.
As well as providing necessary information for the development of

effective headstarting programmes, the identification of species that prey on

hatchling freshwater turties can provide ihpight into th& antipredator
mechanisms (Briston and Gutzke, 1993), behaviours (Butler and Graham,
1995; Lefevre and Brooks, 1995; Janzenet al., 1992), and habitat selection

(Congdon et al, 1992; Pappas and Bredce, 1992). Combined, su& information
will help in the development of comprehensive management plans for the
protection of Young, d e r a b l e size ciasses m the wild.

